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FL -JD FACTIONS AT HIND-
MAN. KNOTT CO.
TWO DINER FEUDISTS SHOT
FROM AMBUSH IM FLOYD
THORNBERRY AND HALL
LEADERS IN THE HALL
FACTION, PASS IN
THEIR CHECKS.
Were Riding Along Lonely Mountain




Jaclason, Ky.. July 20.—A bloody
.dash occuierd between feud factions
..at .Hinderian tonight and several peo-
ple were killed. No names or panic-
• tdars can be secured. as Hindman iii
not entered by telephone or telegraph
line. Knott county, in which Hunt-
man is situated, is the scene of former
.. feud wars between the Mullins andL•ips
Fienung factions and it is believed
y have met there.
lrg




Kentucky Faction Shoots Down Two
Enemies From Ambush.
!CAR IEMIPANY
PAYS A BIG TAX.
$4,866 Paid Into the City Treasury
118 2 Per Cent Franchise
Tax Levy.
Evansville, Ind, July 20. Ev-
an-silk Street Railway company pad
866 over to City Comptroller Ni'-
an Ss'eckni.stiay luorniao, wet suio
Mg the 2 per cent levy on the gross
receipts of the company, which, under
the terms of its franchise, the com-
pany agrees to pay the city each year.
Liaise year the company paid on this
tax 44,202, which snows a big increase
insbusinsete--for -the- eompany- during-
the past twelve months.
The figures indicate that the com-
pany's gross receipts for the present
year were $1-2,000 more than the pre-
vious twelve months. The gross re-
ceipts this year were . • -
BROTHER DIED
IN CALIFORNIA
MRS. GEORGE CRUMBAUGH RE-
CEIVED INFORMATION OF
DEMISE.
Mr. Lewis R. Parker Passed Away
After Prolonged Traveling Look-
ing For Lost Health.
Mn-. G. C. Crumbaugh received a
telegram last night announcing the
ekath of her brorher, Mr. Lewis R.
Parker, at Lang Beach in southern
Canner*, where he had gone for
the benefit of his health. He went
some weeks here last .winter, and
:though an ::invalid and suffering in-
Sergent. 1 Ky. July 20.—John Tiliorif- tensely at tunes,
 by his gal man
berry andRicbtad Hall, leaders of ner and ever p,
leasantly expressed in-
the Hall faction of mountain feud sts tercet in those wit
h whom he came in
were shot from ameh in Floyd contact made for 
hinsielf many
county and, killed. The men were
riding aloni a lonely cessuntain road
when a volley of Wincheeter rifle
bullets was poured at them from the
mountain sack. rteir murdierers es-
caped Into the mountains.
Thornberry was formerly a lead-
er of the Thornberry faction, who for
many years have been at feudal war-
fare with the Balls. Recently Thorn-
berry married into tile Hal' family
and his clansmen had sworn revenge
claiming that he had betrayed them.
Atomisers of both factions are arm-
ing thernaelves and an outbreak of
feud way is feared Each side mom-




If Gourdaln Really Desires to Breek
Into Joliet Priem.
Chicago. July 20.--Poor ways by
which L. A Gourchan, who is now in
• the east !seeking some avenue by
'Flinch be may "force" a way into the
penitentiary at Joliet, can attairv his
• end, if he return.; to Chicago and
seelos them were pointed out yester-
day by government attaches The
meats by which the lottery man can
!et relief from freedom follows:
t. Application to judge Peter
Grosseto) in the court which granted
the supersede's upon' which Gotrollan
anas eelease4 pending an appeal to
quaah the aupercedeas Result—
Seizure by United States marshal and
return to pettiteseiare.
2. Aplication to diatrict court to
revoke his appeal bond. Result—
Quashing of aupersedeaa and !seizure.
3. Application to United States At-
torney C. B. Morrison to seek 'She
revocation of file bond of tio.00 on
the superesedeas or his appeal bond
.
itesult--Seizurre and arrest.
4. Compel his bondsmen, John H.
'Dalton and his wife, to surr,nder him
into the custody of the' United
States marshal. Result—Surrender
of defendant by surety always places
trim into the custody /of the prose-
• tuber.
ARREST TRACTION MANAGER.
. Alderman Accuses George Hippe of
Del Moines. of Bribery.
Des Moines, Ia., July zo.--ereorge
`Rippe ,general Manager of the Des
Moine!, street railway, and A. M.
'Hadley, manager of a big farm be-
longing to the company, were arrest-
ed today charged with attempting to
-bribe Alderman J. L Hamery in an
effort to secure the latter's vote on
a pending street railway franchise.
'They gave bond in the sum of tr,000
*rich. Hamery claims that the alleg-
e Jed transactions in which money was
eiard him by the street railway cow-
esny's manager occurred In the al-
derman's bathroom and that he had
'witnesses to the transaction.
frierwle.
iHe went from here, in the early
spring, to Somerset, Ky., hoping to
find relief from a distressing malady
in the purer, more brae tig stenos-
phere Fif the mountains. Failing i
n
that , be returned, early in the sam-
e:we to his Some in Coloado. Still
unable to endure the higher altitude
there, he went a few weeke since, 
to
the coast in southern Californi
a.
There the weary quest ended, and on
Thursday afternoon in that land of
perpetual spring and endleee bloom,
where it must have been easy for
one who loved her so to pass fro
m
Nature up en N'ature's God, he fel
l
airleep. In Somerset. Ky., where 
he
spent his childhood and youth, in
Missouri. where he spent many year
s
of 'Ms 'moire manhood, and 
in C*
made, wbees be has lived 
for the
lest twenty years„ Mr. Per
 had





Four Bodies Found and Many 0th-
eve Ars Believed to Be Dead.
Rawlins, Wyo., July 2o.—What a
p-
pears to be the massacre of an 
entire
emigrant train has been discovere
d
in the mountains east of this plac
e.
Already four bodies have been foun
d
and a relief party is searching 
for
others. Three emigrant wagons, 
with
builea holes mind ,bloodstains, 
have
been located near where the bodi
es
were found.
Several days ago prospectors found
the body of a man half buried o
n
the mountain. A'n examinatio
n
showed he had been shot. A search
disclosed a wrecked and bloodstained
wagon. Further search brought to
bght two other wagons and three
more Corpses.
A train of three wagons, load
ed
with men, women and children home
-
seekers, passed towns cast of here
thiee weeks ago. The wagons nev-r
reached here. It is evident that rob-
bets way i "141. assarra4 awn. a
ll





Chief of Police James Collins will
have his four big barrels of ice
water on Broadway again tomor-
row for the benefit of the excursion-
ists who are coming over from St.
Louis. This is the second time the
barrels have been used, the first be-
ing several weeks ago when the Ev-
ansville excursion came into this city.
Strangers do not know where to go
for water, se the legislative boards
empowered the chief to buy big bar-
rels and put ice water on the street
corners whenever an excursion came.
The barrels will he at Fourth, Third
and Second, on Broadway.
Tor trial- in the police court a war-
rant gotten out yesterday by Mayor
Yeiser against the Illinois Central
railroad, wherein the latter is charged
with blocking the public crossing at
Eleventh and Broadway for a longer
period of time than permitted by the
WARRANTED RAILROAD
Felt BLOCKING CROSSING
WHILE ENGINE WAS GETTING WATER FROM A YARD TANK
ninQ Qf FREIGHT CARS STOOD ACROSS ELEV-
ENTH AND BROADWAY AND BROUGHT TRAFFIC TO A
COMPLETE STANDSTILL.
1..-5 ,_..L
This morning there will emus up! _ac-connt of--the—smeapeete
of too extra miles around this way,
one of the fast freight engines got
out of water and could go no farther,
when it reached Eleventh and Broad-
way ia this city. The engine cut
Icose from the string of box cars,
which were left standing right
municipal laws. It is probable, across the public thoroughfare.
though, that the warrant will have to while the engine ran up to the tank
I be continued until the crew having in the yards and procured a freshcharge of the train can be brought supply- of water.
here. This crew is not one of the It toolc the engine some minutes to
regular freight crews out of this city, do this, and while the blockade ex-
and from which evidence will have isted a street car on which was sea:-
to be gotten. ed the mayor and many others home-
Thursday morning a mail brida. i:ard bound, was stopped at the
on the main line of the I. C, near
Clinton, Ky. ,broke and let sixteen
box cars fall into the creek. This
blockaded traffic on the main line so
that no trains could pass, with the
result that all the fast passengers
and freights had to be sent from Cai-
ro around through Paducah to Ful-
ton, where they gained again the
main track, and thereby got around
the wreck.
crossing. They simply had to wait,
as did all traffic going that way un-
til the engine came back, hitched on
to the cars and proceeded on its way
Yesterday morning the mayor got
out the warrant, but the railroad at-
torney will probably ask that it be
held up until he can get back here
to get be testimony of the train
crew, that makes its home in another
city.
ARRANGING FOR CONFERENCE
ABOUT NIGHT GATE WATCHMEN
AS SOON AS SUPERINTENDENT EGAN OF LOUISVILLE DIVIS-
ION IS HEARD FROM THE RAILROAD COMMITTEE WILL
PREPARE TO MEET HIM AND DISCUSS THIS IMPORT
ANT
PROPOSITION.
General Agent John T. Donovan,
of the Illinois Central railroad, is
arranging for a conference between
the railroad committee of the city
legislative boards, and Superintend-
cnt Egan of the Louisville division
for the I. C. Yesterday he said that
as soon as he heard from the super-
intendent, or the latter arrived here,
Mr. Egan would be informed of the
proposition before the city authori-
ties of compelling the Illinois Cen-
tral to keep watchmen stationed day
and night at the gates where the
railroad tracks intersect the public
streets. The superintendent will then
confer with the city officials and see
what is best to be done.
When the city authorities had up
the ordinance two years ago com-
pelling the railroads to put gates at
the most dangerous crossings, it
was discovered that the measure pro-
vided for watchmen both day and
night. This was noticed when the
bill had received three passages, and
attention called to the fact that it
was deemed necessary to have them
only at night, so claimed the I. C.
officials. At that time Alderman
Grief made a talk on the council
floor, urging that the original bill
be passed as it read, for both day
'and night watchmen, and no changes
'made, a; this would throw it back
on the initial adoption, and cause
muchags of time. He advocated
nails*' 'the final time and then de-
spite the provision for day and night
both, that the road would be
compelled to keep the flagmen sta-
tioned there only during the day-
time. With ',misunderstanding the
measure went through, the gates
erected and niett.kept guarding theme
only in day time.
As many accidents have happened
recently, after nightfall, Mayor Yeis-
er helieves it necessary to keep the
flagmen at the most dangerous points
at night, and for this .object the con-
ference will be held with the super-
intendent.
Alderman W. T. Miller is chair-
man of the railroad committee hav-
ing the matter in hae,d, ahd as soon
as he returns, today or tomorrow,
from Tennessee, he will arrange to
see Mr. Egan so the committeemen
can be called together and the mat•
ter talked over by them.
The most dangerous points are at
Eleventh and (Broadway, the Ten-
ressee street crossing, and Caldwell
street, right at the Union depot.
ENJOINING THE CITY CONSIDERED
For a while yesterday it looked as
if the city would be enjoined from
consummating the contract made by
the legislative boards with the Gen-
eral Eloctric company, of New York.
vitherelay the city authorities make a
(loaf for $i Leo° worth of new machin-
ery for the public ightiog plant, and
refired to consider the proposition of
Another SAWSy concerti agreeing to
firtrieh \exactly the same material for
$3.000 tete. The blockade of the un-
itiettal procedure came near being
!started by a certain public spirited
citizen wits() is a large taxpayer and
does not admire the way the council-
men and aklermen are throwing away.
%the money for nothing.
Yesterday morning, while he was
coming down to his office, Judge Bag-
by was 'topped by this prominent
citizen, who informed the attorney he
did not hide the looks of things in
cot nesekin with this lighting deal.
rPhe citizen said he had been follow-
If closely, and instructed the judge
to look into the matter at his expenee,
with object of getting out an injunc-
tion, preventing the public authkari-
ties from conosiortintng the deal.
The judge had Mlayor- Yeiser to
defer attachment of the latter's sig-
mange to the contract tmtil the law-
yer could look into the matter. Mr.
Baby then looked over the records
and found the officials had riot first
adopted the necessary ordinance em-
powering them to make the contract,
as the law prescribes they 'should.
The lawyer looked farther into the
law. Ind *mud if hit client, fht titi
zen. ensjo ned the city front effecting
the contract the citizen would, be
liable for &Triages for whatever harm
the electric-al company may set up *
reason of the injunction. Bagby
believes the contract could be nullified
but as the citizen was not willing to
stand alone for the probable diem
-
ages in case he lost, the tax-paye
r
let the 'matter drop.
On Bagby notifying tfhe mayor
that nothing would be done toward
s
instituting litigation, the mayor then
signed the contract v.shich is 
binding,
and the material will be shipped right
away.
—Overcome by the heat one of
Frank L. Gardner's horses dropped
dead on West Broadway yesterday,
attached to a gravel wagon.
STFIL
REFUNDS PHONE CHARGES.
Corpotetion to Return More Than
$400,000 in Rebates.
Chicago, July 20.—In accordance
with a promise given to its. subscrib-
ers several years ago that all would
be treated ,equitably shoold tbe C")I,",A
(ICLie.e
circuit telephones were illegal under
its franchise, the Chicago Telephone
company will refund more than $400a-
000 to ita patrons. President Arthur
D. Wheelar of the company an-
nounced' this plan yesterday in a let'
D111:11C Itliffece-
Johp Barton Payne, counsel for the
company. Mayor Dunne expressed
,hirnself as 'highly pleased with the
fairness shown by the corporat on in
refunding the excess fees paid by
.subscribers since the issuance of the
Tuley injunction in 1902.
BIG ANNUAL
EXCURSION
AUGUST 21ST HAS BEEN SET
AS TIME FOR
OUTING.
General Freight Agent Dywer Re-
turned to Memphis—Engine Vic-
tims About Recovered.
General Agent John T. Donovan,
of the Illinois Central railroad has
set the date for the big annual fall
excursion to be gven outof this city
for Chicaoo. It will go out ths year
on Tuesday, August 21, and as shown
!by the advertisement in another col-
umn, the rate for the round trip is
$5.
Every fall there is generally about
ea) or 600 people that take advantage
of this low rate excursion to go to
the Windy City, where they can re-
main several days, according to the
priiiete-ge on their ticket,. Prospetcs
are the crowd will be as large this
year as it has been heretofore.
General Freight Agent.
Mr. John Dwyer, of the Illirrois
Central, has returned to isfertaphis.
after spending a day here with Gen-
enal Agent John T. Donovan, of the
local offices. Mir. Dwyer is the gene




'Mrs. I.. Thome, and her daughter,
Mrs. Blanche 'Momper-in, have nearly
recovered from the injuries they cc-
sewed viten knocked from their bug-
gr avro_egt& ago by the engine as
they were illeesig- qyer the I. C.
tracks that cross TenneVlee werscii be-
yond Twelfth street.
May Amputate.
A flat car mashed the foot of To
m
colored, in the yards here
yesterday in such a manner amp
uta-
tion may be n ec ess ars.
COLLAPSED
Part of the Iron Furnace 
Fell This
Morning en South Third Street.
This morning about s o'clock the
people residing around Third an
d
Norton streets were awakened by 
a
loud explosion, as if the booming 
of
a cannon ,and they could not 
ac-
count for the disturbance on accoun
t
of the darkness. An investiga
tion,
however, showed that a portio
n of
the old iron furnace property at 
that
intersection had tumbled down, the
huge pile of brick from one of th
e
smokestacks crushing in the roof of
a sheet and making a racket lou
d
enough to be heard for a mile.
The old furnace has stood there foi.
years, never operated except a fe
w
years.. and is gradually
Fortunately no one was around the
yards when the collapse came, and
because of the darkness it cannot bc
told how much of it went down.
ROCKEFELLER SAILED
FOR HOME YESTERDAY.
Has Nothing to Say About Legal
Proceedings Against Him.
Paris, July ao.--John D. Rocket
Wier will sail for New York 
th:s
evening on the Hambarg-American
line steamer Amerika. He occupied
a private car attached to the special
steamer train, and was accompanied
by his physician and member!) of
his family.
Mr. Rockefeller declined to discuss
the announcements of legal proceed-
ings against him, *hid, are awaiting
his arrival in the United States.
c....
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COURT CLIQUE INSISTING ON
DISSOLUTION OF DOUMA,
BUT THE CZAR HAS
HESITATED.
Official Organ of Government Says
Germany and Austria Would
Interfere If Uprising
Should Occur.
St. Petersburg, July ao.—The be-
lief that the adoption by the lower
licuse of parliament of a proclama-
tion to the nation on the agrarian
question will precipitate the long-
brewing confliet and plunge the coun-
try into a civil war is profound.
All hope of reconciliation between
Parliament and the government is
vanishing, and the government is ev-
idently preparing to take up the
gauge of battle when it is formally
thrown down.
At Peterhof.
At the council held at Peterhof on
Wednesday the Camarilla came out
strongly in favor of dissolving par-
liament, but according to the best in-
formation the emperor hesitated, and
at the moment of adjournment refus-
ed to agree to a dissolution, though
his final decision was postponed.
Neverthekss, the more moderate fac-
tion of the constitutional Democrats,
comprehending the government can
hardly avoid the issue, shrink from
making the appeal to the country,
which may involve a climb down.
Means War.
They seriously believe that the ad-
vocates of a dissolution of parlia-
ment, realizing that making an appeal
would be equivalent tu a declaraticia
of civil war ,count upon the interven-
tion of Austria and Germany which,
according to the official Rossia, have
agreed in principle on sending troops
!tC14164 the frontier to aid in the sup-
Pfes3;oli rarian uprisings shouid
the Russian ent formally re-
quest it.
Big Sensation. • .
The Rossia's announcement cfaialit
ed a tremendous sensation. It is
stated that the decision of the two
neighboring powers was based upod
the fear that the execution of the
people or the confiscation of prop-
erty in Russia would constitute a
danger to them.
The Rech, which joins in the ap-
peal to parliament not to take a step
which might warrant the government
in asserting that parliament is at-
tempting to usurp the executive pow-
er, says that if the government
adopts the desperate expedient of
calling in foreign troops to put
down a civil war, the resut wili not
he the same as in 1849, when a Rua-
son army saved the Hapsburg dy-
nasty.
In diplomatic circles the report of
the virtual revival of the holy alli-
ante for the maintenance of the prin-
ciple of inviolability of property also
produced a stir, but the inquiry at
the Austrian and German embassies
failed to elicit any information.
BERNHApT GETS RIBBON.
'
Is at List Admitted as Kight of Le-
gion of Honor.
Paris, July ao.--Sarah Bernhardt
has been decorated with the croas of
the Legion of Honor Aker Year' of
agitation on the question whether
that distinction comid be conferred on
her.
Mt. la- L-thig Sleep.
New London, Wis., July o.---M2 cm
Bather Koepenith, aged IR years, who
is employed at -the chair factory of
the Wialif River company, has 
slept
since 'Sunday noon. IV% thoisgbt
that eater desalt maY have p
roduced
the effect. 1.1*i. health Is 
apparently
good.
DISODERLY HOUSE FINISH SEWERS PRETTY WOMB
VERY EXPENSIVE IN TWO WEEKS BEFORE COURT
STAFFORD FINED $15 AND CONTRACTOR GARDNER BE-
COSTS YESTERDAY BY LIVES THEY CAN COM-
JUSTICE EMERY. PLETE BY THEN.
CONTINUE SELLING LIQUOR
WITHOUT LICENSE WARRANT
BOB HAYES WILL BE TRIED
NEXT TUESDAY ON CHARGE
OF ASSAULTDIG MACHIN-
IST SHANNON.
(Judge Lightfoot Sent Homer Clark
to Reform School for Three
-Years—tather Lrgat
Business,
William Stanford was fined $15 and
costs yesterday by Justice Charles
Emery on the charge of running a
disordtrly house out near the park
The warrant charging Stanford with
selling liquor without a license was
continued over until next Thursday
for trial, as the, cotut dad DOI have
time to hoar it yesterday also.
As there were so many witnesses,
lawyers, spectators, etc., the justice
yesterday tried thrs case in the police
court room, as the magistrate's office
was nut large enough to hold the
crowd. The testimony showed that
Stanford perinhtted much ;disorder and
boisterous conduct in his place, which
is just ouside the main entrance to
Wallace park in Arcadia. There was
no jury, and, the squire assessed a
fine of the sum mentioned.
Dividend Distribution.
1Referee Btagby, of the bankrupt
court, yesterday issue an order direct-
ing that there be distributed among
creditors certain monies in the bank-
rupt proceedng of C. J. Atwood and The
W. M. Smith.
Ho -Only Few Blocks of the mast-
taking Left for Completion
at Present .
Contractor George Gardner be-
lieves he will finish by the first of
August his undertaking of laying the
storm water sewerage system on
Kentucky avenue, Jefferson street,
and the cross thoroughfares. He
bases this calculation upon the pros-
pect of good working weather, and





att Miller Got tied "because He
Fell Into Ditch and Filled it
With Dirt—Police Court.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Puryear continued until
today the warrants charging Ruth
Latchet and Lillian Owens, white,
with running a disorderly house on
Goebel avenue in Worten's ,addition.
Both the females are very beautiful
women.
There was continued the disorderly
NO WORD YET
ABOUT NEW RATES
SECRETARY SNYDER HAS NOT
SAID 11141-1EN RATERS
REACH HERE.
The Raises Resulting From Earth-
quake Remain Effective Until
New Schedule Is Up.
Commissioner C. C. Rose. of the
bureau maintained; here by the tire
insurance companies doily business
in Kentucky, has not yet heard from
Secretary Snyder, of the state insur-
ance organ. zation, as to when their
man would get here to rerate Padu-
cah, like the secretary said would he
done when the rates were raised a
percentage'Ti i s mon
result of the great San Francisco
drsaster.
Mr. Rose said yesterday that a
great many other cities of the state
came before Paebucah, ands these dis-
tant points would be rerated first.
and 'he inspectors then came here.
but it could not possibly be foretold
the date of their arriviai.
The general ra se made iti Tates
went into effect the country over in
order that some of the companies
could recoup from the mammoth
losses sustained by the memorible
western earth-quake disaster. When
Secretary Snyder sent Commissioner
Rose instructions to raise certain
lines here, the rumor said these new
figures were to remain in ffect only
unti the state inspectors got here to
make ratings for Paducah. Next
Wedlnesdny the new rates will have
been effective just one month.
Charged With Assault.
'Next Tuesday Justice Emery will
try Bob Hayes, the barber, on the
charge of maliciously assaulting W.
J. Shannon, the Illinois Central rail-
road machinist, at Wallace park on
the night of a dance given several
weeks ago.
Shannon claims he and Hays walk-
ed from the dance floor up into the
park, and he laid- down in the grass gives railway employ,
while Hayes proceeded fartiher up in- !against the employing
to the park Shannon claims Hayes injuries resulting from
then came back and jumped on ;him, fellow servant and fixes no limit at
striking 'hien; many blows, when the all to the amount of damages a jury
two fought it out and Hayes rui, rak- I nlay award. It directs that all ques-
ing the machinist's hat. Deputy
Shetqf T. J. Mbore has been working
On ehe case ever since, getting evi-
dence before arresting Hays.
He has finished the storm mains
from Fourth to Ninth, Seventh from
the avenue to Jefferson, also on
Sixth from the avenue to Jefferson,
rind the South side of Jefferson from
Fifth to Ninth. This leaves only
that on the Nkirth side of Jefferson
from Fifth to Ninth, Sixth from
Broadway to Jefferson, and Ninth
from Jefferson to the avenue.
Mr. Gardner has worked under
very handicapping circurniftances
with this contract, which he started
early in the spring. Rainy and cold
weather stopped the undertaking for
many weeks, while at other periods
both he and his partner, Contractor
Charles Robertson, have been confin-
ed with illness at the same time, and
this prevented the work from going
forward with as much expedition as
desired.
His workmen are all far ahead of
the bitulithic and sidewalk laborers,
and the latter cannot claim they are
held back by the sewermen, if any
delays occur.
FELLOW SERVANT LAW
Law Passed by the Recently
Adjourned Session of
Congress.
The last congress passed an act
changing the fellow servant law
which was that every employe of an-
other assumes the risks incident to
an occupation and so should not
make the employer liable in damages
for injury arising from the negligence
of a fellow employe. The new law
a remedy
company for
the act of a
tions of negligence or contributory
negligence must be submitted by the
court to the jury. It is said that the
railroads will challenge the constitu-
tionality of the law. As it stands the
To Reform School. law applies to all railways, as well toYesterday Judge Ligtfoot sentenced those which are all within a singleflamer Clark, white, to three years state as any others, and the cum-in the reform school, for stealing the
bicycle from the Hank & Davis paint 
panics will ask the cmirts how much
a law am this can be founded on theMore and selling it to Mr....,,einddles- power of congress to regulate com-too of the !Welber sii,sttenlof the coun- merce between the states. Underty for $6.5o. -2"er# boy is of tender the .old law it was dead easy to getyears A.,k1 +VII be taken to the sehool a jury .to return a verdict for dam-41PeetY
Licensed to Marry
rrhe clerk yesterday issued a mar- 
new law is upheld.—Ex.triage license to D. R. Curry. aged
29, of Tyler. and Priscilla Perdea,
aged 18, of the city.
ages against railroads, no matter what
the real merits of the case were. It
will be like finding the money if the
NEW INDUSTRIES
One Deed. •Established in Kentucky and Tonnes-,
Jeff Carter has sold to Race Nipple
for Sono property on Seventh street.
The deed was, fled for record yes-
terday with the clerk.
see Last Week.
--
Chattanooga, Tenn., July to.—The
accompanying list of new industries
established in Kentucky and 'refines-Property Boundary. see during the week ending today isThe clerk's deputy is now making 
rtorinmints for th railror.',4 
compiled from reports made to thee ; 
tiing through 
thusTradesman and verified by that pub-i county, showing the lication.boundary of the c ty. also boundaries i 
Kentucky.in the county, exclusive of school dis-1 L —tricts. The roads have to have these 
ouisville $10.000 construction
company, $20,000 match factory, ato pay their taxes by. They pay a
tax for each school district, and then $500,000 manufacturing company.
separate taxes for other territories. Eminence—$4o,000 milling company.
Greenville—Telephone system.
SHORTWEIGHT MEN FINED Hardinsburg—Grain elevator.
Tennessee.
City Sealer Arrests Butcher About Memphis — $25,000 candy factory;
to Give Bonds for Another. $3o,000 valve manufacturing corn-
Chicago, July .sn_-.Ttaving been sem
Is the butcher shop of Louis Weller,
535 South Morgan street. to ask him
to bail out a fellow butcher who had
been arrested for having a short-
weight scale. City Sealer Grein found
an even more flagrant violation of
the law regulating scales in Weller's
market and promptly arrested him.
apd Julius Epstein, a butcher
at 498 'South Morgan street, who had
sought the former's aid, were each
fined $25 and costs for using the
short-weight scales.
Grein and one of his deputies enter-
ed Epstein's meat market yesterday▪ morning during a crusade through
the ghetto. They tested his scales
and found it was two ounces short to
the pound.
For Sale at Bargain.
ccly equipped saloon and hotel
in connection. Apply to J. T.
Quarles near Union depot or old
phone 94
I a ny ; $5,000 cotton gin; $30,000 manu-
facturing company
Nashville - --$15,006- investment
company.
Chattanooga — $3o,noo manufac-
turing company.
' Johnson City — Knitting mill.
Cleveland — $20,000 ice factory.
Eloced in a Skiff to Paducah, Mar-
ried in Fulton.
Miss Lora Fry and Isaac Laird, a
well known young couple from Me-
tropolis. Ill., eloped to Fulton Wed-
nesday and were married by Esquire
Futrell. They stole away from their
relatives in a skiff and took a train
from Paducah there.—Hickman Cour-
ier.
:Howard F. Mayhew, r.c.. and 22
years old, is working as a mill hand
in New 'Bedford, his object being to
acquire a thorough knowledge of cot-
ton spinning. •
When the average man does your
favor he never lets you forget it.
A man named Gregory dug a ditch in
the street near Twenty-first and
Adams street, having a permit to do
so from the board of public works.
Miller fell into the excavation and
this making him mad, he went to
his home across the way, and procur-
ing his spade, shoveled the dirt back
into the hole and filled it up. Gregory
then had Miller arrested.
Until today was there postponed
the warrant charging John Neely with
being drunk and disorderly.
James Robinson and Seldom Mat-
lock were arraigned on the charge of
being loafing vagrants. The court
continued these cases over until to-
day.
There was dismissed the breach of
the peace warrant against Jim Mel-
ton.
Gip Poe was given a continuance
until today of a petty larceny charge
accusing him of stealing a watch and
two pearls from Lizzie Roberts.
Allen Walters was fined $t and




Starts Alone on Journey Across the
Atlantic, Properly -3.1cuetto.
A smart red jockey cap and a swag-
ger scarlet top coat with labels are
.,11 that will prevent the smalle•t trav-
eler from being lost in the shuffle
when he embarks today on the steam-
The moral uplift in the soath is ship Cedric for an unescorted tripp
felt everywhere. The south had al- across the Atlantic. His entire exper-
ways had, fortunately, the highest tence of this world has been crammed
social ideals and the most cultured into two years and eight months, but
social standards in practice, but the
movement for general social and
moral betterment never did, t•il rec-
ently, take such firm hold of all
classes. The favored and fortunate
minority now resolve that the less
favored and less fortunate majority
shall be kept, in so far as possible,
out of temptation. The resolve is
firm, as it is widespread, that youth
is to be safeguarded strongly against
occasions of transgression.
The state of Mississippi takes ad-
vanced ground to keep intemperance
far removed from its colleges. Be-
fore us lies a copy of an act "to pro-
hibit the sale or giving away of vin-
ous or spirituous liquors in any quan-
tity within two and one-half miles of
Harperville College, in Scott county,
Mississippi." An act of more recent
date extends the two and one-half-
mile limit to five -miles. The meas-
ure is worked very clearly. The first
section enacts:
"That the giving away or selling
of wine, brandy, whisky, beer or any
intoxicating liquor whatever, or of
any preparation of the same ih the
form of a beverage, by whatever name
now or hereafter called, in any quan-
tity, or for any purpose, within two
and one-half miles of Harperville col-
lege, located in Scott county, Nlissis-
sippi, is hereby prohibited and made
penalty; provided the prohibition shall
not extend to the giving of such
liquors for the administration of the
hristian sacrament, or when given
li;.• a prcl'cing pliys:ci:.:1 as a
eine in cases of actual sickness, or in
dispensing private hospitality within
the domestic circle and in the famly
residence of the giver, to other than
matriculates of Harperville college;
but no sales of such liquors shall take
race within the prescribed limits for
these or any other purposes."
The second section provides for a
fine of not less than $25 nor more
than Sim, or imprisonment for net
less than one and not more than
or berth 1114
prisonment for the guilty. The third
section makes the offender liable to a
civil as well as criminal prosecution.
Any member of the faculty of Har-
perville c-illisrire may institute such a
civil sn't, in such case, to $50
and costs. If nidgment be obtained
the money •,, be collected by the
financial offi r of the college.
Such legislation displays a praise-
worthy determination to save south-
ern youth from one of the most la-
mentable vices of the age.—Lottisville
Herald.
The Ozark Hotel.
At Creal :springs, ills— will make
a rate of $ro per week for the bal-
ance of the season; The I. C. rail-
road will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The
0731-lc:also hot, cold, vapor, spray
and shower baths.
MRS. HARKNESS, Propsietress.
if he is still a trifle unsteady in his
English he is not so on his sturdy
little legs, and the prophecy is that
lie will be the pet of the ship before
Mliss Liberty is well out of sight, says
the New York Sun.
The top coat will have a label firm
ly attached to one of the buttons, an-
nouncing that the wearer is:
* **** s • ******
• •
• Charles Clinton Gladwin, Jr., of *
• New York. •
• Round for •
• London, England, •
• To be forwarded to Mr.. T. •
• Barr, 49 Priory Road, •
Cheswick, London, England. •
• •
On its reverse side will be the
legend:
•
• Son of Charles Clinton Glad-
* win, N. Y. A. C. Nation:.I and
• Metropolitan Snowshoe ('ham-
* pion,
• United States and Canada.
The little two-year-old was left
motherless when a babe of a few
months. His father reared him with
all the care and gentleness a man can
give to such a task, but wheu his sis-
ter, Mrs. Barr, offered to receive the
tulle fellow in her home till he was
old enouhli to be sent to Rugby,
Gladwin gladly accepted.
A pair of round blue eyes, a shoe-
of fair hair and a very manly attitud
with legs stretched wide apart, dis-
tiuguished Mr. Gladwin, Jr. He ha,i;
alieady tried his powers on the pair
skis his father laboriously made
for him before he had learned to tod-
dle. The boy will be met at Queens-
town by friends.
Even at this stage of the game
there are men who deny that George
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; T....of the Highea Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. 11. BALDWIN & CO.
1'W.  MILLER, Agent.
-520-Broadway, -FADITCAlf,-/Cr




At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOU RCES:
Lona and discounts. .    $199.523.64Stocks and bonds,  2,600.00





Captital stock,   $ 50,000.1,3
Undivided profis,  3,734-36Deposits,   301,662.09
•$25539645
•Mip
A dividend of 2V2 p er cent, was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six months and credit?il to the stockhold-
ers entatled to same, pay able on demand.







"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood iypewriter Co,,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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At the Churches
STILL NEEDED "2 X
• Dr. J. G. Bow, of Louisville, will
arrive this afternoon to remain sev-
MAYOR YEISER CONTINUED vral days on religious 
business. This
'evening at 8 o'clock he will meet the
LYCURGUS RICE IN deacons and male members of the
Second Baptist church, on matters of
importance, at their church building,
while tomorrow morning and even-
of ing he will preach at the First Bap- Ararat, where the ark of Noah rest-
tist church in place of Pastor Calvin ed after the flood. All are cordially
Thompson, who has gone to Denver invited to hear him.
after his family. Dr. Bow is secre-
tary of the state board of missions ,
"Shall We allocate or Shall We
Serve?" will be the subject tomorrow
morning for the sermon by Rev T.
J. Newell at the Broadway Me/ho-
t:1-1 At
THE SERVICE.
There is More Necessity Now
Catcher Than Before Fences
Were Torn Down and
Lawns Unprotected.
Yesterday Mayor Yeiser said he in-
tc"dcd ctini1ng Lycurges Rice in
extriter-
for the city, like authority was given
'Wm Thursday night by the aldermen,
'this board leaving it to the mayor
to say how long :the cow catcher shall
N:ie kept.
Several of the officials state there
more necessity for the cow catcher
-"now than ever before, because since
the law went into effect many people
lave taken down their fences sur-
rounding the homes, fixed up their
lawns nicely, and evidenced too much
:civic pride for the cows to now be
let rust loose.
Of course while the law is perina-
r(nt against cows, still if the catcher
was not employed the people, realiz-
-...ing this, would commence letting
their anirhals out on the streets as
there would be no fear of prosecution
because the regular police do not
lave time to look after the bovines.
Mr. Rtce has been so successful in
rounding up the stray beasts that the
• people have become e
ducated to
keeping up their animals, until now
it is a rare thing to see a cow on the
„oublic highway, unless in charge of
herder.
• Rice gets $75 per month for his
wervices, but furnishes his own horse..
When the law first went into effect
(Rice was employed for three months
'which time is about up, and it is left
discretionary with the mayor as to






The Central Federation union of
New York is moving to form a ̀ politi-
•cal organization. At a meeting held
Sunday the chairman of the sub-com-
mittee appointed to draft and re:corn-
suend a platform made its report.
Ile platform proposed demands a
national eight-hour law without re-
duction of pages, a child labor law,
a coltiptilsory education taw, owner-
ship and operation by municipalities,
state or nation of all public utilities,
municipal ice plants, municipal abat-
toirs, postal sayings banks, a postal
axpress, a law prohibiting the injunc-
tion process in labor disputes, abo-
lition of the electoral college and the
direct nomination and election of
president, vice-president. United
States senators„ judge. and all eke-
live officers, extension of the employ-
ers' liability law so as to include all
classes of employment, fair elections
and the initiative and referendum.
:The chairman explained that it was
not the purpose just at this time to
form a seperatc ghd distinct political
party, but to form an organization of
labor men which would act indepen-
dent of parties. He said it was in-
tended in New York to nominate
labor mtn in the various districts for
every office except judicial offices,
' the latter being excepted for the rea-
son that workingmen are not law-
yers. After some discussion the mat-
ter was made the special business for
next Sunday, at sAich time Presi-
dent Gompers of the American Fede-
ration of Labor is expected to be
present —Nashville Banner.
Trusts in a ansbell.
Tobacco trust—Soon to be smoked
vitt.
Coal trust—A burning evil to con-
snmers.
Oil trust—Controlled by a slippery
crowd.





Steel trust—Ti I leted for a boom.
Gas trust--Usually made light of.
Beef trust—At present in had odor.
—Boston News Bureau .
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $3.00 meals and•
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
meals; Sa.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo:
further particulars see
S. A: FOWLER, Gen. lass. Agent




Sunday school and communion
crsLc A.  W
the Tenth street Christian church,
but no preaching on account of the
absence of Rev. Bass. He will be
back in time for services the follow-
ing Sabbath.
Grace Episcopal.
Sunday school services will be con-
ducted at the usual hour tomorrow
morning at Grace Episcopal church.
Word from Rector Wright is that
he is - feeling much better at the
Northern resort where he is sojourn-
ing for his health.
First Presbyterian.
There will not be auy more preach-
ing at the First Presbyterian church
until the first Sunday in September,
the congregation adjourning worship
on account of the warm weather.
Rev. Cave is able to be up after a
several weeks' siege with fever.
German Evangelical.
Rev. William Bourquin will con-
duct German services tomorrow
morning as the Evangelical church
11 South Fifth street. At the even-
ing hour he speaks in the English
language, using the topic, -Suffer-
ing for Others." At the evening
hour M.Y. T. Cooney will render 'a
cornet solo entitled ''Cujus Animan."
German Lutheran.
Sunday school will be held tomor-
row morning at the German Luther-
an church on South Fourth street,
but no services will be conducted at
the morning hour, on account Rev.
Ilteit going to New Denison, Ill., to
preach. lie returns in time for the
evening worship here, and conducts
services in the English language, on
the topic of "Righteousness."
C urn berland Presbyterian.
Rev. Samuel Eshman of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church will fill
the pulpit tomorrow morning and ev-
ening At the night hour his theme
will be "Final Judgment." The ser-
mon will be his farewell discouse, as
he has tendered his resgnation to re-
turn to Tennessee. In the morning
his topic is -The Loom of Life."
Monday evening the session will hold
; meeting, that will be the final one
:with the departing pastor, who leaves
for the adjoining state the follow-
ing :.fterntion.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school services will be held
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the Mechanicsburg Christian
church.
North Twelfth Baptist.
The North Twelfth Street Baptist
mission will hold Sunday school wor-




Rev. W. H. Pinkerton has return-
ed from visiting in Eastern Ken-
tucky, and today goes to Wallonia,
Trigg county, to start a protracted
meeting that will be continued for
several weeks.
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong has re-
turned from a ten days' sojourn out
of the city, and will be in his pulpit
tomorrow morning and evening at
She Trimbte street Methodist church
R Joseph Joseph, A. 13! B. H.,
will deliver three lectures in Padu-
cah at the following times and
places:
First, "Personal Reminiscences of
Nineveh," Sunday afternoon at 4
o'clock, July 22, at the First Pres-
byterian church.
Second, "The Dre-rslamic Arabia
and the Prophet of Islam," Monday
evening at 8 o'clock, July 23, at the
Chrisc.an church.
Third, "The Spread of Mohamed-
anism Among Christian Nations;
the Apostolic Age in Mohamedan-
ism," Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock,
July 24, at the Cumberland Presby-
ttrian church.
Mr. Joseph is a native of Nineveh,
in Assyria, and a graduate of Colum-
bia university and of the Union The-
ological Seminary, both of New
York. He has made a special study
of Mohamedanism and its relation to
Christianity and the Christian mis-.,
sion.
In these lectures the speaker will
recite the call to prayer, perform the
Mohamedan prayer and intone the
!Cora*. He will wear also a different
Oriental costume at each of the last
two lectures.
At the sescond lecture the Columbia
graduate w'll put on a costume like
that which Mohamed used to wear
while he was proclaiming his relig-
kn; at the second, a costume like
that worn by the Kurds of Mount
song service will be conducted, with
some of the very best talent of the
city.
Methodist Wssion.
Rev. T. J. Owen of the Paducah
Miethothist Mission c-Irurches, returned
last evening from hear Benton wherz
he 'has been conducting a protracted
meeting with much success, many
conversion: being effected. The gath-
ering was brought to a close yester-
day. Thmorrow morning Dr. Owen
preachers at the Methodist chapel in
Litttleyille, and at nght-time at the
Miethodist Mission on West Tennes-
see tatreet. Rev. Mccamey preaches
tomorrow morning at the latter place.
wihile Rev. Davis preaches in the eve-
ning at Little's chapel.
Third Street Methodist.
Tomorrow two grand-children',
day services will be conducted, at the
Third street Methodist church, fine
programtmes having been arranged for
both the morning and evening service,
She excellent features being many.
One charning part of the exercises
will be the "whistling. chorus" one
being composed of young ladies and
gentlemen, and the other small boys.
They have been practicing for many
days, and will whistle many rt cc tittleiS
during the services
Excurs.on Rates Vta, the southern
Railway from Louisville,
St. Paul, Minn—$21.50, July 23, a&
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation ke.
St. Paul, Minn.--;p6.00, August so,
it and 12 Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of so cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.--$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeoeekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., ra• East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ry.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
A woman's idea of economy is to
use a gas range for the purpose of




Henderson, Ky.,--Grand Lodge- K.!
of P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale July '
23rd, 24th and 25th, 1906, limited to
July 28th, too& Round trip rate:
$.05.
N
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chi-
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A groat many
people are preparing to take advan-
tage of this special excursion, which
i5 the most popular run by the Illi-
nois Central railroad.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
29th, 1906, limit August t5th, 5906.











tatiqua: Dates of sale August 1st Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line oil
10 21St, 1906, limit August 2211(1, 1906.
ROUrld trip rate $5.70, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip rat,:.. Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
$4.75-
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
30th and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
typo, bs- depositing ticket and paying
fee of so cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, Iwo. Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Netional Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August 1st, 1906, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate $0.35.
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:50 a. m., Sunday, July
29th, loon, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, leaving Louis-
ville 4 oo p. m., July 31St, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 550 Broadway, Sat.
urday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, July 29th
Minneapolis and St Paul, Minn.--
National Encampment Grand Army
cf the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
ust tith, lath and uth. too& return
limit August 31st, 19°6; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14•80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Dates of sale August 2nd,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. to4 August 9th, tcoo6, re-
turn limit August 23rd, 1906. Kugust
16th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.—
;17.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
and No. 102 July 27th and No. 104
July aitth, 1906, return limit August
tith, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. toa
;August 8th and No. 104 August 9th,
roo6, return limit August 20th.
Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
and No. to; August 251h. 1906, return
limit September 6th, 1906.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th
1906 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, zgo6. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent, City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
A man's past doesn't interest a wo-
man as much as his presents.
/4+,‘
''••
TO, , , :
$8, 0 FUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES 1'1 "
.80 per Pair.
,
IT cENTto liwrite for ALL big FELL RIO TOILE catal°11
11 
RIO Trikrite, Tugaileoznrs =IL' airEf14;sztow aay other manu acturer or dealer in the world,
DO NOT BUT A immix •aftmviavraw
or on me, kind of ifeW S., until have received our complete Free Cata-
logues illustrating and d ng every kind of high-grade and low-grad.
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable 1A1
PRICES and wonderful now offers made possible by 'idling from factors
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE SNIP ON APPROVAL without a real &Posit, Pay Um Freight andallow 10 Days Pres. Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu
able information by simply writing us • portal.
We need • ~pp Agape in every town and can offer an opportunit)
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
.80 i• ,.. $4- "3 t Ateo Introcksoo
We Will Sell NAILS, TACKS
You a Sample OR GLASSWON'T LET
Pair for Only OUT THE MR
(CASH WiTil OMEN *4.ss)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURIS.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred The,•,sand pairs dew in actual uss. Over
trivscity-fire Thister...d pairs sold last year.
LIESORNPTSIN. Made kr all sires. It is lively and eery ridlog, very durable mud lined inlet&
with a apeciai quality of rubber, wtfich never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up oace or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture reristing _qualities being gives by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Hokling Back" sensation osetitnotny felt when riding en asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket weave" tread which poevenis an air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the toad thus overcoming an suction. The regular pries of these
tires is SR 5o per pair, but for advertising purposies see are making a vecial factory price to the rider
taf only 14.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
Yon do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them 'rigidly as represeuted.
We will ancrw a cash dlormunt of 3 per cent (thereby mak ism the price114.55 per pair) if you send
TULL CASTE wirrix ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump arid two sampan,' metal puncture closers on full paid order, (these metal
puncture closers to be used in, case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
ht OUR expense If for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly renibte and money sent to us is as safe as in a back. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, arms* or Freight Agent ot the Bditor of this paper about ns. If you order • pair el
these tires, you will find- that they wilt ride easter. ran faster, wear better, last longer and iook
liner than wily tire you have ever used or seen at any price. we know that you wUl be so well Viewed
that when you want a bioycle you will give um your order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this re rkable tire offer.ilikr.s
built-am-wheals. saddles, pedalo. "arts ond reclaim, act
00ASTIER.DRA p everythrng In the bicycle line are ii-oidtiy us at hit t-himisua'pow charged by dealers aniVerafr men. write fret:3r big sun= corm.
r or MUER A
iactycle orte auspaair of tires frieill anyone until yeu knOw the new ail'DO NOT WAIT rwn„der,u, offers we are making. It only costa a postal to learn everything. Write It NOW
Nottoe the thick robber tread
"A" and puncture strips "ft'
and "D," also rim strip "11'
to prevent riot cutting. This
tire will ontlast any °Char
isees-sorr, ELASTIC said
EASY RID1Nu.
1 11FAD STOLE 11011PANY, hpLoì JL" CHICA11.0. ILLt
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. Iv South F ..urth St, 325 Kentucky Avenue,
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victer and th e Zonophone talking machines
from $to to $xcio put within the reach of the poor as well as On
wealthy. Rern4mber that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $1.00, $a-co, $3.00,
$4•00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Car auso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needabs and we will repair your broken machine* at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explain ing the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to titer
most celebrated operas, and fro m the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m, to to p. m.. No p ieces played tvrioe and we play
from 75 to too pieces every fig ht Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend 
_ .
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you




Moved to 315 Broadway 4'1
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
MLR THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.




For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
_Paper usually sold at toc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at Bc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
-at Picture-Friffiti, lircitUarnits,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
C. Leo. 315 Bwav,
COULSON,
...P LUNING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.






JAMES E. WILH.ELM,, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.




eit Register uunCing, 523 Bro
adway.
Sntered as the poatoffice of Padu-




Six Months  
2.5o
Three Months  5-25
One Week. —  
.50
prejudices of the members, the gen-
eral council made an abject surren-
(ter, to the company and accepted its
-ter ms---evem down--to-asaYing -One rth!rd
of the purchase price on receipt of
the goods. This is the largest trans-
tion made by the present gencia!
council, and it is a fact that less
safeguards have been thrown about
the city's interest than in any other
recent transaction: We do not say
this as a matter of politics, for poli-
tics cannot change the records nor
the contract itself. As we have pre-
viously stated ,the lamp may be just
what the city needs, and may prove
Anyone failing to receive this pape
r
regularly should report the matter 
to
The Register office at once. 
Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Saturday Morning, July 21, 1906.
The History of the Case.
Judging from the expressions now
rife in regard to the contract 
ac-
cepted by the general council on th
e
lighting proposition, there is some-
thing about the transaction that the
publ'c does not under•oand. Perhaps
they will undeistand ,t later on. In
the first place tie joint light com-
mittee, board of public works and
general council decided on an entire
new plant—something substantial
and good. The contract contem-
plates new lamps, three new dyna-
mos and the use of the old eng;ne
and boilers that have been in service
thirteen years.
In he next place, a reputable me-
cnanical engineer was employed at
the expense of the taxpayers to. pre-
;ere plans and specifications for en-
larging the plant. Every recom-
mendation made by the engineer
was turned down and ignored
by a majority vote, that of the
light committee. By this action one
would infer that the enginees work
v.as not satisfactory, and if that be
true, the city had no further use for
his services. But we wish to say in
justice to Engineer Holmes that he
faithfully performed his contract. His
work was rejected by men not one
of whom is a practical engineer or an
electrical man. At this very meet-
ing Alderman Palmer produced a let-
ter from the General Electric com-
pany about the “111.ag-netite" lamp,
and he produced no letters fr5gt any
other concern, making it Ain that
Palmer was in corres dence with
no one but the eral Electric'
company. At met s suggestion,
Engineer HpJl.iet was instructed to
ask electrie/al concerns to send repre-
sentatities here. Eight or ten men
ophe to Paducah at quite an ex-
,4Sense; and. after talking with 
them
Engineer Holmes in behalf of the
city drew up specifications for a new
engine, boilers, dynamos, and lamps.
Five of them bid pa Holmes' spec fi-
cations because they had been given
to understand that the city wanted a
complete new plant. One bid on
dynamos and lamps only. With but
seant courtesy to those who had bid
as requested, the bid for something
else was adopted by the committee.
and the other bidders denied the
piivilege ofcantting off the engine
and boilers so as to be on equality
with the one bid. The committee
c%sii refused to let the bids be sift-
td by the engineer. At this meeting
FrImer reaa four letsei afl tnn wrtax
panies that installed the Magnetite
lamp, and not a single letter gave an
unqualified endorsement of the lamp.
The letters were published in an af-
ternoon paper, and our statement -an
ti-us be verified. Letters from n
.other concerns were produced, and
v.-e are informed that the General
Electric company, patentees and sole
n anufactaters of the lamps, own
at' (lc in each of those companies,
and if this is true, Alderman Palmer
was busy getting endorsements from
thc General Electric company.
Such disregard of good business
tales and prudence meant that op-
position might arise in the general
council or from the mayor, therefore,
something must be done. Immedi-
ately the cry of politics was set up
a; d the prejudices of the members
of the general council was worked
on. The mayor as a prudent busi-
ness man demanded that the city he
-protected by a guarantee, but that
was called politics. The company
had its own printed form of contract
and with agencies at work on the
a success. We a
pass on that point, but tlie basis of
the publics criticism s the inde-
cent haste displayed in the matter,
and the fact that a careful considera-
tion of. the bids on the same basis
n.;ght have resulted in the city sav-
ing from $3,000 to $5.000 as suggest-
ed by President Rinkliff of the boaod
of public works.
Since certain members declare
that politics inspired opposition to
the methods employed in foisting on
the city such a loose contract, it is
hut natural for them to think so, for
the present general council, though
elected by some Democratic votes,
has shown the rankest kind of a
partisan spirit. When the term of
a Democratic physician of the hos-
pital board expired a few weeks ago,
the general council promptly elected
a Republican to the place. We be-
lieve the mayor is the one they ac-
cuse of politics, yet when he appoint-
ed the board of park commissioners
he put a Republican on it. In the
bcard of public works the mayor ap-
pointed a Republican and when his
term was out reappointed him; yet
in neither instance was the mayor re-
quired to appoint'a Republican. In
the board of public works a Repub-
lican was tier 'resident by the
two Democ milkibers, yet it is. a
1: ct that the ttep bean chairman of
thc joint likhee ittee was guilty
of a deliberate .squb to the Repub
can official heict the board o
lie works. dr'd cry out p itics in
order to defend their ac,is but the
plaint of narrow-mitided partisans
and demagogues.Z
Alderman Nimer in the card he
wrote soytime alio said: "A dem-
sierighgeos one who endeavors to cur-
re avor with some particular por-
4
in a year- or two, it would- hive to body and is *areal 0004 behind
be opened as the city improves to 'the throne 
in the fight ilinw to be
made to keep the organized policy-
lay wiater, gas a.nd sewer pipes, and to holders from secpcsag control of the
pat) the places, where excavations_ .conipaay. IfitiAinteitt effacement
are /wide, either the city of the 'was of a piece with the nomination
plumbers must have a plant to do the 'of the four men-7,eliii decline to serve
on the admiesertWitia 'ticket.work. Paducah has one bad jab OR
its bands, and the men who voted to
put tihe same material oni the city in
face of the evidence before them
were proniptly retired from, office at
the next election,- w'hich would indi-
cate that the people of this city do
not regard bitulithic as satisfactory
paving material.
At Evansville a few days ago the
a my
the city treasury_ the sum of $4 866.00,
being the annual payment due the city
for its fanchise basucl on 2 per cent of
its gross earnings of $243.300.00. if
the receipts of the EN-antsville street
railways do not increase, that' ;Sty in
so years- will collect something Ike
$too,000.00.
What does Paducah, get for a 20
year franchise? Answer, I s
&vale.
(Neeliatork Sun.)
The sun craves permission to pre-
sent its hank service to the su-
preme powers at Oyster Bay. to
Nikesrs. Platt and Depew, to the new
and austere ,Hierarchy of Odell and
Associates. to one Frank Wayland
Higgins, tire purest governor of the
state of New York. ,an,d to all the
seiber-eninded, and self-respecting Re-
reeheree-eeeefedease-
appeal, and, with all deference and
respect, submits:
The -next governor of the state of
New York will be a Democrat.
The next governor of the state of
New 'Vork will be the next preS'dent
of the Unitd States.
_ a
HICKMAN IADIES Imzumanwassii,;;;;
LEARN TO  SHOOT ritIll TIN 
WILL ORGANIZE A REVOLVER
CLUB TO PROTECT
THEIR HOMES.
Frequent Depredations of Night








a result of the frequent depredations
upon the homes and property of citi-
ins in this vicinity, by, seemingly,
a band of organized burgiurs, who
have so far escaped detection and
arrest, the ladies of this city are seri-
ously contempl4ing the organizatio
of a club for revolver practice.
The fair name of womanh
''ye olden times" was its
tection, even among "
• 
not the use of the streets of Padocall 'confess -that this is the most potent wtheere ni7vde'r- moalned
Power of the Press for Good.
(Philadelphia North American.)
Ni man who w cons-idler the mat-
ter with an open mind will refuse to
worth as ratich to a street railway agency in the world
 for the pro-mow, in thi
in Paducah, as the use of the Evans- m
otion of righteousness. The PO- easiest
vide streets are worth to a street 
pit ,witth all its power, is necessarily
railway in Evansville? If Padiucah 
less effective than the honest news
paper. The great men Who won free-
does not get compensation for :he &nil for us and for our ch/dren and
use of its streets, whose fault is it? who laid the st
rong foundations of
Paduc,ab needie a genenal council ehat
will act for the interest of the tax-
payers of Paducah and not jr the
nterest of corporations.
To protect themselves from the
frequent diepredaeons of night prowl-
ers the fd'ie of Illekman, K) . are
about to organize a revolver club.
Hubby, coming borne from the club
or the meeting of solons at the






take to woods until
perf their aim.
Machine-made editorials are like
time, while the tnachien-made sermons and machine-
ing, e is presumed made music. People do not like the
dogs of the town will hollow boiler-plate sou
nd of such
the fair se, things. They want the human. flesh-
. and-blood touch of personality and
sincerity that is lacking in all made-
goverment saw clearly when the per-
suaded themselves that the ram-
meted press is the mile st engine





d. But not so
century, when the
d is the best among
vagabonds whose livelihood
fruit of other's toil. Our wo-
, when unprotected, are almost
i the mercy of men of this type, but
with their quick ear to detect any
sound, and a trusty weapon near, with
the knowledge that their hand is as
quick as their ear, they will make a
mighty dangerous article for any
night-prowler.
This organization. should material-
sville Kentuckian.) ize and with only a little practice the
am n jury decided that liar- unprotected women of the city could
Callahan. the Brethitt county feel as secure as the boldest mascu-
sts. are as pure as new fallen a line sex. It is a splendid idea and
low, but she people of Kentucky may it succeed, if ever the occasion
have lond since formed an opinion. 'presents itself.
ave a 
that such verdicts will not change. I
Does Not Believe in "Boiler-Plate." Calendar of
can enter his
Houston, Texas, is to
pal ownership and is now
ing to buy the water plant in Oat
city. Every progressive city in the
land is awakening to the value of
municipal ownersh p of public estli-
ties.
to-order expressions of opiei,in and
have munici-
judgments. A paper that has no dit-
negotiat- t:nctive coloring, no individuality, no
say of its own, would better quit.
It is as tiresome as the last speech
at a Fourth of July celebration.—
Jewell, Kan.. Republican.
A good deal of sesniratori religion
is so thin you can see right ttn4oligh
it.—Ram's Horn.
on of the people by pandering to Sorter "peelcea-bioo, eila?
their prejud' by playing upon
their passi
A lesser authority on definitions,
or meaninguaigoserrds, Noah Webster,
--seasss.
who once wrote a dictionary. He
defines a demagogue to be "one who
attempts to control the multitude by
specious ortleceitful arts; an unprin;
cipled and factious 'mob orator, or
political leader."
The Bitulithic Street.
An article which bears tiit ear-marks
of inepiration from, a questionable
source, in regard to the bitulithic
streets. appeared in title Paducah SUP,
and in which mention- was made of
citizens receiVng by mail reprodur-
ilions of an unfavorable editorial from
a local publication.
Persons connected, with, The Regis-
ter received copies of clippings from
the editoettl -columns of this paper
and also an editorial that appeared
in the News-Democrat. The weter of
the Sun's article, perhaps, did not
know that copies oi all newspapers
go to the various press clipping
bureaus aeeli (ten— teueeene inenish
their eubseribers with clipp ngs on
such subjects as maybe of interest to
them, and the newspapers have no
connection whatever with the repro-
dirtion of articles or news items from
their columns.
What The Register said about the
liitulithk compoinid last September ss
true, and there are roore 'holes and
worn places in Broadway now than
there were then. The street is there
to show for itself. -Furthermore the
street was Put down eighteen months
ago yet it, has never been received
hy the city. It is, a poor street. The
mayor of the city was in favor of the
stuff when it was put down but he
has Oiranged his mind In an address
to the general comic 1 Thursday night
lie said that he first favored the street
but was .now convinced that it was
not what he once thought it was,
TIN Insurance Situation.
(Nashville Banner.)
Judge George Gray of Delaware, Now is life worth living.
Gen. Benjamin F. Tracy of New And improvidence
York, Col. Alfred N. Shook of this Grows into a virtue
city and Mr. Harlow N. Higginbo- Of much excellence.
tham of Chicago, four of the men What's the good of worry?
nominated on the "administrition Care is in retreat,
ticket" of the Mutual Life Insurance Since nobody wants to
company, each asserts that the nomi-
nation was made without his knowl-
edge or consent and declines to serve
on the ticicet. This was what was REFLECTIONS OF A BACHELOR
expected of these nominees. They are
all members of' the International Pol-
icyholders' committee that will opose 
When a girl has a poor (:gure it's
the administration ticket and could 
a sign she is too modest to talk about
such things.
not consistently have their names re-
main on that ticket . _ A man is a good deal prouder over
It was an odroit, not to say crafty, sneaking out of his taxes than he is
move on the part of those who are over having a pew in church.
row engineering the Mutual's affairs i
to mike use of these names in the ; The time the devil feels he can
composition of their ticket. It evi- knock off work and go fishing is
c:ently had the two-fold purpose of an when everybody's family is at summer
attempt to allay suspicion on the part hotels.
of the policyholders and at the same l 
time to break down the Policyholders' j If there was no fun in the world
Committee and destroy the organiza- it would be much easier to go to
non it represents by making this use heaven, and people wouldn't mind so
of four of its most prominent mem- much beginning the trip.
bets. It was an endeavor to impress amm.mimms
dm ',Aim that jaeige 614y. C•11.• I, A- -woman ;,, dif,Laid m a, 4,04, . geed
Tracy, Col. Shook and Mr. Higginbo- mother unless she worries her hus-
tham are on the side of k'resident band in the middle of a theatrical per-
Peabody in this contention and op-
posed to Mr. Samuel Untermyer, the 
formance about what might have hap-
attorney of 'the International Policy- 
pened to the children since they left
home.—New York Press.









These be happy moments,
These be golden hours,
When the summer soltice
Lazies all our powers.
And everybody's careless,
Laggard on his feet,
Since nobody wants to
Make both ends meet.
Make both ends nwstt.
--W. J. Lampton.
ing to rid the company of all taint






MISS ORA ALLEY OF SOUTH
SIXTH STREET, ENTER-
TAINED,
Miss lAllie Mae McGlathery Tender-
ed Misses Perryman Delight-
ful Lawn Party.
Last evening Miss Ora Alley, of
728 South Sixth street. entertained a
crowd of friends with a most charm-
ing sosial, at which many amuse-
ments were shared in. Before ad
journment dainty ices and cakes were
served_ .Those there were Mr. And
Mts. Matt Lynch, Misses Gertrude
Thomas, Nelbe Hotchkiss, Gala
Thomas, Minnie Thomas, Vera Bow-
ers, Rosa Thomas, and \besets. Jas.
Watson, Vera Phillips, Oscar Hat-
try, Albert Hanson and Walter
Reams,
Informal Lawn Party.
Quite a jolly crowd of young peo-
ple enjoyed the informal lawn party
given last evening by Miss Lillie
Mae McGlathery, of North Seventh



















St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion art of Paducah.
Sillnn For the Round Trip touu Tennessee river & returs,
It is a trip of pleastoe, comtor
and rest; good service, good tidal
good roome. etc. Boats leave eack.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. nt
For other information apply to Jas
cile arid Beulah Perryman, of Knox- Koster. superinteneent; Freak 1
vide, Tenn., Who are visiting 4if4 Brown, agent
l.1
fcrent friends in the city. It was a
gathering furnishing unalloyed pleas-
ure to many.
Deligntful Affair.
Miss Luck Powell of West Brbad•
way entertained most happily last
evening out of compliment to a num-
ber of young lady visitors to the
city.
George Shaw Le Ferve, who was
recently elevated to the English house
of lords on King Edward's birthday.
made his maiden speech in the house
of commons in connection with the
escape of the confederate cruiser
Alabama from the Mersey. Ile was
"'fifer,* -4ewounsing--tbe grog*
carelessness of the officials intrusted
wi'h the duty of detaining the con-
federate cruiser, and predicted that
sooner or later Great Britain would
have to pay heavily for the neglect
the control of the policyholders.
President Peabody endeavors to
make it appear that Mr. Untermyer 1
is an officious medler and that his 1 
authority is self-constituted. If Presi- (St. Louis Reptist c .
dent Peabody did not well know that 
Mr. Untertnyer is backed by a strong 
As a result of the investigation
associatioli lte would be in no way 
made by Assistant Attorneys Ken-
troubled by Mr. Untermyer's oppo- 
nish and Gentry. it was announced
sition to lis Wails. The action of 
yesterday. after a conference of eht.
the four men • of the Policyholder's 
i former with Governor Folk, that quo
committee in declining to serve on 
I warrant° proceedings will he inStpi-
the ticket President Peabody and as- itt"d 
against the Delmar kmiusement
sociates nominated sustains Mr. Un- 
company, the SuAwban Garden, the
tertnyer'e position. 
Creve Coeur Lake Amusement corn-
Mr. Henry H. Rodgers and Mr. 
pany and the pmfietors of Meramec
Rockefeller, both of the Standterd, Oil 
[ Highlands, to compel the revoeation
company, were dropped from the list 
of their ' deal-here and the fofeittere of
and that it is not satisfactory. of the Mutual's trustees at the same 
all their property to the use of the
The Register's objection to bitu- time that the
se four names were ad- • 
state.
cle. Mr. Rockefeller is in Eiirope ill '
lithic has always -been its first, cost. 
d Governor Folk announce
s that
being too Wg'h. and the fact that the
and has withdrawn from al business hereafter the bondsmen of 
all saloon -
activity. , The omission of his name beepers convicted of v
iolating' the
city will have to maintain. an expen- 
I
creates no comreent or suspicion, but Sunday law ill be sued 
upon the
sive plant- for repair purposes. i It is , charged that Mr, 40dgers se- bonds 
for the
Even if the street did not wear out cured the election o
f President Rea- the use of t
•
CHARTERS; BONDSMAN ARE WARNED





will cure that awful pain
Pt Has cured others, will cure you.
,Call on us, or phone :37 and,
we will gladly tell woo about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.





to 300 hofrsc power. Best, cheap-
est and mos , economical.
conducted near Delmar Gaden has Special atteJvion to electric light-
beers secured At a recent game play- ing plants.
est there it Se said, that no bet le-te;
than $5 was taken, and that more HARR
.11 amount, $2,000, foe thatt $1,700 changed bands during one
The Governor announces that every
prosecuting attoney in the state will
be instructed to enforce this new or-
der. The proceeellngs agn imt the
bondsmen WU follow criminal and
forfeiture proceectngs against the sa-
loon-keeper s.
Assistant Attorney General Gentry,
in a conversation, with Sheriff Her-
pel and Prosecuting Attorney Johns-
ton tat Clayton, said; he had ecttred
all the evidence necessary against lid
lifters in the county.
It was stated soon after Mr. Gen-
try left Clayton yesterday that ev--
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BARTENDER HARRY JONES IS
- Ian YOUNG MAN WIHO 
WAS FINED FOR SHOOT-
ING CRAPS.
Bully From City Went Out to Little
Union Picnic Where He "Got
His"—Business of
Lieutenant Thomas Potter, of t.lie
Pol;ce force will leave innighe for
Lexington with nobler Clark', the lit-
the state reform school (gar,* terra of
• the state refor ,mischool for a tens of
three years, because hr as#lit tile bi-
cycle from the Hank & Davis paint
store. and taking /01sta to Ilber,
in the county..solill it to a man . mei!
Ruddiest on for $6.50.
The Lieutenant will return Mon-
day morning.
Yeeterdey morning in the polke
court Judge Pneyeae held over' until
today. final diepositlon of the wnrrant
• charging Ruth and 
Lillian Owens,
white. with running a disorderly house
out in Wortert's atlktition. The judge
Id serctified the women if they itould
move out of that viciiity. and in this
Hier discontinue being the source
of annoyance to the good resodents.
that he would dismiss the warrant.
The females quickly got out yester-
dny afternoon, and when this is prov-
en conclusively to the judge this
morning in the court. he will quash
the charge. as the main object in get
ting out .the warrant waft to rid that
ricinfty of the presence of these ob-
jectiorable characters, and the jtelue




\h. Harry Jones. the popular bar-
tender of Sans Stark's saloon on
South Second street. desires it known
that he was not the Harry Jones ar-
rested and tined for shooting craps
with the 'crowd arrested at rne Pet-
tea jewelry store on South Third
street.
Chief Collin. has cons gned to the
wand pile behind the City Halt the
tug crap table cion6scated when the
raid was made at this place.
Got His Desserts.
Yesterday it ilevelcieed that the day
beeffe (some Paidineah man went down
to the Little Union barbecue in the
county. taking irk.ne with Wim a
couple of women. They acted so
disorderly that the farmers jamped
on the Patitic-ahan and gave him one
of the worst thrashings ever re-
ceived, the fellow being pum-
meled up badly. He was ordered off
the wounds, and parties tried to per-
MAI* him to behave, but the bnlly
could not see it that, way until giv-
en a beating. Bit native could not be
learned.
Money Found.
Dr. Frottge, of st6 Broadway. not -
fied Chief oCIlins yksterday that he
had found a p94elikook and some
money on the 'etttret, and that the
owner could recovtle'it calling and
identifying the vaiitallies
risherman Wlarranted.
J. II. Aleup. fictlierman. yesterday
got out a warrant against another
fisherman. Wm egan. cliirging the
latter with shooting at Akin, on the
44 ehe. river_ as result
of -ii argument they lharli above some
• f Ii. It is charged that MOrgen point-
ed lit: gun right at Alsup and pulled
the timer, hist at this moment Mrs.
Morgan knoebodi the gun upward and
the shot went heavenward.
Chicken Thieves Out.
Mrs. Lula White, of 1314 Jack-
trot: street, reported to the poliCeterday tbak the night before
thieves 'stole t8 chickens from her
hen house.
Mr. Giles Cummins of West Jack-
son, reported to the officers yester-
day that thieves stole it chickens
from hirn the night before.
Burglar Scared Away.
Yesterday morning early Miss
Opal Downs awoke at the Ininne of
her brother-in-law. Mr. Charles
Part ,at 324 Washington street, and
found a man trying ot get in the
screen window. She screamed for
Mr. part, but the- thief. got aways.
_Wore he could be caught.
Excursion Rates
on Shoes at Cochran Shoe Co.'s, 405
Broadway. Hanan and Stetson $5.00
'and $6 oo Oxfords now $3.eo and
$4 00. Regent $3.5o Tan Oxfords






would very easily discern
night is made hideous. A
Moore Churchill and F.
Iar" 7!"77"7"illirilritrrirr"...'"""W"r
:NEGRO DANCER& NOISY WHISTLES CONCH IS
°Y AWAY ARE MORE MET MUSTITOP LOCKED
CITY TO MAKE A LAW PUNISH-
ING ONE FOR
LOUD BLOWING"
NOT SO MUCH NOISE AROUND
FESTIVAL GROUND IN
ROWLANDTOWN.
Residents Claim However That it is
Pretty Bad, Although the Offi-
cers Cannot Find it Out.
STRAINED RELATIONS
TWEEN UNION AND ANTI-
UNION MEMBERS.
The Working People in the Factory Both Factions Contend for the Use
Districts Get Little Sleep After of Church—The Locks are
5 O'clock of Morning. Changed on Doors.
rise pct 1)1P of Bowlanettown session _Many people were yesterday heard
that the negro dance conducted down to express themselves fav
orW re-
there nightly has been run with bet- lording the order of the 
aldermen
ter order since the Register adso- iThursday evening in direct
ing the
cated the question of breaking it .up proper committee to bring in an 
ordi-
it so much noise and boisterous -con- i nance making it unlawful for pro-
duct did not cease. Imiscuous and unnecessary blowing
 of
This resident continued that of steam whistles in this city. Th
is has
course the deputy sheriff and other ;teen a source of much annoyance, as to the clash of Sunday, July c, whe
n
officers did not find much racket go- they claim, for years past, and they the "Unionists" gained admittance 
to
ing on because the darkies were slick hope it will be broken up. the church, which had been locked
enough to pass around the word to . The whistles affect mostly the peo- and barred, and held services therein,
be quiet when they found the officers plc living in the factory, mill and, a few nights ago unknown parties, al-
on the premises. This resident as- Irilrol districts. It is claimed t
hat
scrted though that if the officers some of the factories on the South
would slip down there unknown to Side of town and in Mechan;csburg
negroes and keep themselves un- begin blowing their whistles at 5
cover and out of view, theylo'cleick each morning, with loud, long
she I shrieks that wake up everybody for
blocks around. Then at regular inter-
vals of a few moments each the
whistles continue with their piercing
blasts, and the people say it is useless
for them to try to sleep.
From the expression upon the al-
dermanic floor the probabilities are
the ordinance will make it punishable
with a heavy fine, if anyone blows
a whistle for longer than a few sec-
onds at a time, because in that length
of time the whistle can be .heard as
far as desired over the entire city.
Some of the factory owners say the
Pet blowing is for benefit of the work-
.623 ing people of the respective sections.
.520 The proprietors assert that many of
• • 40 .513 the workmen have no clock
s at their
493 homes by which to get up and regu-
late themselves, therefore the whistle
.395 ie blown for their benefit and for no
benefits derived by the owners.
that
M. Mat-
lock, the special policemen, are paid
to stay there every night by Frankie
Dixon, the notorious character who
rens the place. The residents say
these two only keep down the fights

























Danville, Ill., July 30.—The Vets
pounded South hard today and won
by a score of 3 to 2. Paducah's
stores were on errors made by the
eta.
✓ h
Danville   3 to 6
Paducah  2 4 2
Batteries, Sensing and Johnson;




Jacksonville, Ill., la 0.—The
visitors hammered Ai y in
the tenth inning.
✓ h e
Cairo  8 t
Jacksonville    4 12 4
Batteries, Way and Quiesser, Ames
and Lsitshnw.
Vincennes 2, Mattoon o.
Vincennes, Ind., July ao.—Vineen-
ties won today. The score:
✓ h e
Vmcennes    a 7 4
Mattoon o 2 t
Batteries, Jokersts and Johnson;
Farrell snd Matteson.
OFFIPIALS OF KANSAS CITY
Cited for Contempt for Exacting
Revenue From Illegal Saloons.
Topeka, Kan July 20.—W. W.
Rose, mayor of Kansas City, Kan.,
Vernon J. Rose, chief of police, and
John W. Kelly, captain of police of
that city, were yesterday cited to ap-
pear before the state supreme court
and show cause why they should not
he punished for contempt in violat-
inn I e cour It or • er pro
c ty to eaxct revenue from the sa-
loons.
The specific accusation against the
three officials is that in May, 1906,
they exacted from a large number of
persons $50 each upon an agrermen`.
"express or implied, that they should
have the privilege tof operating
jo ras without. molestation from the
pelice." It is also alleged that in
June, soo6, $too was C*acted from
each of these persons for the manic
cause."
What He's Used to.
Attorney General N. B. Hays broke
a rib while attempting to take a bath
st Mayfield Monday. Can you won-
der at this? The attorney 7eneral to-
.• I lf
• • - 1.
. .„
"s
(;,•r " • ••. rc,
lain bath tub would trip him up. It
may be that the "Eternal" General
has been so "bitsy"for the past three
years that he has not' had time to go
"in awashing" as often as be might,
and that the bottoms of his feet be-
came slick in consequence —Frank-
fort Journal.
Value of a Newspaper.
I never took a newspaper that
didn't pay me more than I paid for
it. One time an old friend of mine
started a paper way down south and
sent a copy to me and I subs,cribed
just to encourage him, and after a
while it published an order to sell a
lot at public auction. So I inquired
about the lot and told a friend to
:un it up to $50. He bid the lot off
a,. $38 and it sold in less than month
for Vora, so I made $62 clear by tak-
ing that paper. acy father told me
that when he was a young man he
saw a notice in a paper that -a school
teacher was wanted away off in a
distant country, and he went and got
the situation, and a little girl was
sent to him, and after a while she
grew up sweet and beautiful and he
married her. Now, if he had not tak-
en that paper what do you suppose
would have become of me? I would
have been some other fellow, or
maybe I wouldn't have been at all.—
ilill
Judge J. T. Fleming_ of Oklahoma
is unique. He served in the confede-
rate army, voted the first time in his
life for Grant and the last time for
Harrison. He believes that every
union soldier should get a pension of
$93 a month, inasmuch as he helped
save the greatest union of states on
earth.
Winston Churchill, the young Eng-
lish statesman, is said to be one of
the most eccentric of persons. His
odd and unconventional doings fur- capacities which constitute t
he nor-
nial respectable members of society,n:sh the tea parties of Vanity Fair°
us ith much subject for talk. Appar- bet in accepting this view of cri
me
those is always danger that we may
go to the extreme of assuming that
conditions never make the criminal.
Crime must have had a starting point.
The fact that the immediate ances-
tees of many criminals are perfectly
normal and honest is an evidence of
the power of environment or of the
tondency even of heredity to escape
from weakness and evil.
The case of Dr. Patterson, if it
take proves anything as to the influence
On diners, parlors, sleepers, when to of heredity ,establishes beyond ques-
speed and when to brake; thin that all of the descendents of
The change of crews, block signals, tl:e criminal, whose taint is attached
lanterns green and red and white,
That danger meant or safety as he
hurtled through the night.
He'd planned a record-breaking trip
with-, constant right of way --
No circumstances that might arise
could cause the least delay.
He oiled around, he clanged the bell, wt..Oli society creates, we must. ques-
be shouted "All aboard!" 1: n the theory of vengeance npon
The word's great human landscape e hich the criminal law is based. In-
t( lligent understanding of the causes
of crime is necessary to intelligent
action for diminishing the number of
criminals and for eliminating crime.
The ablest bologists of the day agree
that acquired characteristics may be
'transmitted. This, in fact, is the tome
'dation of the theory of evolution. If
acquired physical capacities may be
transmitted, it is equally logical to
say that mental and moral qualities
are likewise_transmisSahle,_since there
is a physical basis for the mental and
moral. If we deny this principal we
leave science without an adequate ex-
planation of human progress. Envi-
ronment does not make all criminals,
but it does make some, and the crimi-
nal made by conditions may be the
beginning of a race of criminals. It
follows then that adequate remedies s.




A recent dispatch from Hunting- Canada is larger than the United
don, Tenn., says the strained relationsStates by 550,000 square miles.
between the Cumberland Presbyterian
church of the United States of Amer-
ica at McKenai econtinues to exist and
the contest over the possessidn of
the church building grows more ex-
citing as the weeks pass. As a sequel
ently, he takes after his distinguished
father, the late Lord Randolph Chur-
chill, in more ways than one.
AN' ABANDONED SCHEDULE
He once made out a scedule for his
life—each start and stop;
Long years of steady running, scarce
a few short hours in shop;
The sidings here and there, a bridge
Or two, each place to
legello have been anti-unionists, en-
tered the building and removed the
locks from the doors, substituting
new lolls, and once more fastened
up the church, so that the Unionists
could not worship therein. Last week
the Unionists. decided to hold services
in Bethel 'College. The anti's seem
to be in control of the situation, as
far as possession of the house of wor-
ship is concerned, and the matter will
not be settled until the lawsvit that
is pending is decided. The sexton of
the church, who holds the key to the
house, is said to be an anti-Unionist.
The antis, or "rebels," as they are
termed by the Unionists, will not
budge an inch, and will fight to a
finish the efforts of the Unionists to
onst them. The outcome of the




The newspapers have chronlcied
the arrest of Dr. James William Pat-
terson, of Denver, Col., on the charge
of forgery and Dr. Patterson's con-
fession of his career of crime. He
de( toss that the criminal instioct is
natural; that he recognized it :n him-
self in early life and for time was
ali•le to resist its influence. 'When he
finally yielded it became the ambition
of his ilfc to become one ot the
-world:e. great criminals, and he be-
lieves he would have achieved th;s
tut for the morphine habit. He has
'pert a number of years 'a the study
of vie me hat!s and li es: of criminals
searly cv. y city in tLe count y:
arid he regards his, own case as
merely a-struggle between natural in-
herited characceriotes and his ensi-
ronment. As a successful physician,
ir.heriting a la-go fortune, there was
every reason why he should have led
the life of an honest member of so-
t lety, but wich .-very possible advan-
tage of environment h- believes that
heredity has triumphed. Ascording
to this theory criminals are born.
They cannot be anything dc. They
are, according to Dr. Patterson, no
more responsible for their deeds than
is the genius who he believes inherits
oie capacity from some remote an-
cestor. Dr. Patterson's case is an in-
teresting study in criminology and it
seems to add to the evidence that in
many cases at least ' heredity is
stronger than environment. A large
proportion of the criminal class is
endouhtedly. deficient in the natural
Canada contains one-third of the
area of the tBritish Empire
Canada extends over 20 degrees of
latituue—from Rome to the north
pole.
Canada is as large as 30 United
Kingdoms, 18 Germanys, 33 italys.
Canada is larger than Australia and
twice the size of British India.
Canada has a boundary line of loots
miles between it and the United
States.
Canada's seacoast equals half the
earth's circumference.
Canada is 3,500 miles wide and
1,400 from north to south.
Dr. B. Tliall
Office with Dr. Rivers 8c Rivers, IA
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.







We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,.
















130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH, KY
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAi.. ES7.4". e.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM' EAS,
MONTHLY PAYMEN' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WES VERN
ICENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ir.
.rDGm Q w. 44i•
4•L•
efore Trading Your





But since he's made unnumbered
stops to let way freights go by,
Had many aa hot box, causing him to
creep instead of fly;
With bride-es pone he's failed to read
the Sern'aphore aright; •
Itas lingered at the "nnction when he
should have been in flight,
His appetite for running on his sched-
ule is et) dulled
He's more than half-decided to de-
clare his trnin annulled.
ear drums
to him, have not been criminals.
An intelligent, scientific soidy of
cHme and its causes will probably re-
stilt in a change in society's attitude
towards the criminal. Whether we
accept the theory that he is a victim






—Stricland W. &Milan. t. A. Lagnmarsinn. •
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they ca
n s ave you
money, and take your old wheel iii eshange WE WANT
 AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECONt. HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is ,he cheapest h once in town on' ilicyles and
 every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of 
wheel. Exper'.
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Some Every Day Bargains in Books
I
Harbour's Book Department.
Leopard's Spots   5o: St. Elmo .... ... .......
 .. pc
Law of the Land 50C The Cost  
;Oa:
Graustark  50c In the ilitshop's. Carriage  
50c
Coniston, by Churchill  $1.20 Fenwickes Career  
$t.ata•
Chip, of the Flying U  $1 
' .20 Pigs is Pigs  50c
Come and look over our stock. Our selection is the hest, our 
prices
the lowest in Paducah.
We ace offering Poo Paper Back Novels, all good, all different
, at .11Vte.
oath, 3 for 25e. Come early to get choice.. ,
KANSAS WHEAT BELT
1REGION IN WHICH ARE MAIIT
HOWES OF GUI/TYRE.
.rhe Only Rial_Work of the Tear Ia
During the Harvest Season—
Satsuma iissueisaly Are
Students.
Thcre are homes on the wheat
sanches where culture reigns. Books,
riettres, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, says ,..he
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
the wheat harvest is mostly imagin-
ary. The only real work of the year is
'during the week of harvest. Turning
the soil with a riding plow is not hard.
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
sieh a drill is
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crepe of alfalfa
a year work harder all summer than
-do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, weakened products
-of enervating city life, and that is why
the work seems hard. The harvest
Season is a godsend to these men. The
outlet to the country for a season of
recreating toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
tend harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
'the whole, seem to be about the hap-
piest agriculturists to be found. The
sapid growth of the western counties
into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has offered ample
-opportunity for all the farmers of
managing ability to build up moler-
ste fortunes and acquire large tracte
of land. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
-shade trees, and have stocked with
fine cattle and good breeds of all do-
eneetic stock. The wheat belt is also
"the greatest grass land on the
-earth." That is. native grass grows
.there in profusion, and it makes the
best grazing of any grass ..a-op. All
-these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
suml life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
-cents of everythine that comes into
.their lives. At a g•:ance they can tell
which of two is,• P-4 WAU gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
-of human charaster as well. They
know what kind of men they are (Ica:-
!lag with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man el!) came to harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cut-
-lured home, but fallen from grace and
"down on his luck," has been singled
-out by the farmer or hie wife as one
It for better things. Such a man is
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned if he wishes to tell It
When the harveNt Is over he is given
.steady work The bond that throw',
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat belt.
:Said one farmer's wife--she traced her
e-Ne, ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
"Pliestoric names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
'of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
'the men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
as of good breeding and same from
s respectable home. His hand got
-sore in the harvest and I dressed it
•and doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said:
'The blood does not circulate in it.'
'Then he rolled up his sleeve and
...bowed a scar that was frightful. He
had been in some scrape and had re-
ceived a bad cut, which had been
sewed up by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
%era] weeke and I said to him: 'John,
-why don't you write to your folks? I
know thee you have a home and that
sour parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinner
velth my folks to-morrow in Golden.
'Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 In his pocket. he bade us
gobd-by. We soon received a letter
from his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have accurree
lated much land In the wheat country
-die and divide their holdings, the land
Will be in smaller tracts and so thick-
ly settled that the local market eel
in the ear
seat. That willmark the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
in drowning /Incidents where expert
etwimie.crs suddenly lose all control of
Their pee e usual exelanation of
beglenth.; t3 be looked upon
•iper. -• Ins been noticed
'that pet :ions laving disease of the
middle oar, who have already shone
symptoms of vertigo, are eepecially lit
tie te such rcicelents. end as the
sunieircular car els are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even
*light hemorrhage in this delicate
Structure from a blow icy the waves
would result in utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
Are therefore warned against evrine
sing in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prise unbought, and I.
freest, purest in its flow when it come
unsought. No getting into heaven, as
a place, will compass it. You must
carry it with you, else it is not there
You must have it in you, as the musie
of a well-ordered soul, the fire of
holy purpose, the welling up out oi
the central depths of eternal spring'
that hide the waters there.--Ilorses
dlushnell.
INJURED BY MEDICINES. THE UNLUCKY CZAR.
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Berne
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been charged by one or two
eastern mftentaelli that "patent" med.
Wines an injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as argements for the passag'e,
at the next lesesiative session, of laws
prohibiting the _Ale of these medicines,
the figures of a Chicago statistician
aro of unusual interest and impor-
tance.
That less t .an one-twentieth as
many persons ere injured Isy the use
of all "patent" medicines, of which it
has been waste.° to learn the trade
name, or the Lame of the manufac-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
alone, is one of the facts proven. Car-
bolic acid is neNer mentioned in the
,-probabey tu the Leasug
it is exclusively employed in medica-
tion by the regular "schools of med-
icine" and does not enter into) oompeti-
lion with them, as do the "patent"
medicines.
The compilae evers 697 cases,
reported in Ult. .......spapers of the
country during the period between
June 25 and November 1. As the serv-1
Lees of numerous press clipping bu-
rowel were engaged to furnish clip- '
pings of cases of poisoning, there isi
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 697 cases is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case '
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent. The cases are
hose of poisoning by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
.ailsons, and death and injury by mai-
erestice. Of these cues 293 were
.-etal; 192 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractice,
11 were fatal and 2o involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
inquiry, five were fatal. leour were'
cases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or Ailed wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cams the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 208
cases bottles were lett eithin the reach
of children, and in 96 cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures In 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 52 cases. Of these fatal
cases 32 were adults and 20 children.
It. was admiaistered by mistake of
curses three times.
Morphine ranked second v.eth 66
eases, 46 of which were fatal; 35 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within In.
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi-
cian once; was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal; 12 adults and iota children.
It. was taken by nillotake IS times, left
where children could get It ten times,
and overdoses were tauten 17 times.
Strychnine ranks fourth with 24
cases; 15 fatal, five te adults and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left in reach of children
le time and administered by mistake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 cases,
none fatal. It was taken by mistake
for medicine ten times and left within
the reads of children four timen.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as • beverage. Nine deaths
were caesed by the use of Florida ws,
ter as a beverage.
Lye vim taken by mistake for med.
!clue esti times, and was taken by call.
ken eight times, being responsible fee
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine pol.toning, resulting in nine
deaths,
Practically every known poison en
l^rs in'.o the 697 cases, and the figures
•hOW conclusively that "patent" med-
eines, while they are vastly ahead in
Lhe number of time.; u..ef in the aver-
age holsehold, are far behind when it
comes to poisoning, or injuring those
who tem, or accidentally misuse, them.
—Myretanga.
MISHAPS WHICH HAVE HAR.ERD
HIS REIGN.
Shoomands of Poor Subjects Crushed
te Death on Day of Cesona-
tion—May a Petered
Month.
It has been suggested that Nichols*
If., czar of all the Russias, is the un-
luckiest of living men. One would
have no difficulty in showing at lout
that the czar has had more misehanoe
than any other monarch on a throne,
liSs first mishep was that which
prophetically came to him in Japan.
He was touring Europe and Asia in
111$1 with Ptisiga_Alaorge._ot
At Oen, Japan, although he had had
splendid entertainment from the
mikado, time was a fading UAW-
WPM to Russia, and a Japanese drew
a sword to kill him, when Priam
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for was
to turn later the int sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end;
and for the dignity—which he in no
measure desired, but shrank froni—ol
the crown widen cams to him Woe
after by nation of the death of his
father, Alexander III., at Livadia
This attask occurred in
month eventful to Nicholas IL It was
in May that he was born, 37 years
Re did not want at 36 to ruin the
destiny of 130,000,000 people. He had
always detested official life and the
homage of courtiers. But the deles
and responsibilities of autocracy fell
Upon him.
lie began badly. On the occasion of
his coronation thousands of his poor-
er subjects were crushed to death on
Hhudynakoi Plain. On that plain
tame what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the ill luck which pursues
and makes his life woeful. Just be-
fore his accession he had become be-
trothed to the Prinoess Alix of Hesse.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry • German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter of
the Comte de Paris, was very much
admired by him.
Ill luck seemed to pursue him in his
married life. For a time It seemed
as though his wife would bear hiss
nothing but daughters and' no heir to
the throne. In 1895 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga; two years
after to the one named Tatiana; two
years later to Marie, then in 1901 tc
Anatasia.
Meantime the czar and the people
and the czarina herself were disap-
pointed. In Augut last year the (ur-
ine bore another child—and it was a
boy. So his luck in this respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
beat accounts agree that the czar took
up his inherited authority first with
distaste, and then with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
and declared he would uphold the prin-
ciple of autocracy.
His ill luck interfered here, too. Po-
bledonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu-
rsvieff was taken from him by sudden
desth. M. de ilehve, his baleful minis-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
wirier, was destroyed by a bomb. His
beat beloved uncle, the Grand Duke Ser.
gam, was blown to pieces by a bomb.
His governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death has threatened his own person
many times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
lamed Goertz was Apprehended in time
to spoil a plot of assassination
An anarchist obtaliael admission
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the • uni-
form of a superior officer of the gen.
darmerie and was discovered, wi:h
bombs in his pockets, just in time. A
girl student, Mlle. Merezhevsky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1004.
When, last January, with his court
the czar was ending tee ceremony of
bieesing the water of the river Neva,
a shrapnel from a battery Which was
firing a salute exploded near the-royal
paviiion billing one mail and wound-
1g others.
lie completed the Milian railway,
as hie father desired, in
' conflate Russiari power
es
Earthquakes in China.
Very curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the no
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao.
The Hongkong Daily Press tells about
them: "The famous dragon whose
privilege It has been to give an (idea-
tional shock to the earth's crest is not
held responsible for the recent scare
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has been raised by the; reclamation
works. Cool lee are dumping daily
hoatioads of sand and stone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast nate
urally feels hurt."
Preposterous.
Shadbolt—I had such a funny dream
last night.
Dinguss—What was it?
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid IL"—
Chicago Tribune.
Too Badly Crippled.
Manager—flow's the new fullback
coming along?








of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The Inatectireness of his numerous
reformn and attempts at cancillation- -
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
openings of altars of the Old Faith to
undisturbed worship, decrees of religi-
ons freedom to all, concessions to the
Jews, abolitions of flogging and Si-
berian exile--the failure of these bane-
/0 to pacify his country might well be
ascribed to the sinister element which
seems to inhere in all his undertak-
ings.
Then there are all the disasters of
the war with Japan and the massacres
in various parts of the empire to be
considered in an account of the mis-
chances that have attended his reign.
Milk in Paris.
In Paris the average price Of Pure
milk is 33.9 cents a gallon.
KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing Impresses ow
winter travelers among the civilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures whieh they endure. Mr.
Rowel's, in his recent book, "London
Films," casts a genUe slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outgtv-
log of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is &question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the first course, and they
ch99.111a
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth It is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artilcially heated.
In many cold regions the people have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestie animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 years..
However long the great ooal supplies
of the world may hold out, It is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities: but
for the present coal Is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
Wows of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Hr.
Roosevelt,
President Roosevelt is the most
successful suppressor of news that
the country has had in the White
House for the past 26 years. If a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the preshient decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful in it as Mr. Roosevelt, He
has an impressive manner of letting
Ms confreres know his wishes, amid
It is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num-
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
his cabinet ofecitrs great latitude in
talking with representatives of the
press about public matters. Rat it
sometimes happens that he believes
that publicity will do no good and a
great deal of bairn. In such case.
he imposes secrecy, and his caution
is invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
Much Red Tape Is Necessary to Ob-
tain Right of Invention in
Nu Lao.
To procure a patent in Mexico the
party making application, unless pres-
ent in person, mutt furnish his repre-
sentative with a letter of authority—
carte de poder In Seanish—signed by
himself or herself In the presence of
two witnesses. Ordinarily legalisation
'by a Mexican consul is not required.
It must be borne in mind that one
carte de poder will sot answer for
several applications, as each appli('a-
tion for either patent or trade mark
must be accompanied by a separate
:arta de poder. This must be accom-
panied by a full and complete descrip-
tion, and claims of ane for the inven-
tion. If they are sea In Spani:h
resaly foe filing they must be in tripli-
cats, on clear white paper 330 by 215
millimeters, approximately 13 by ltlia
English itches. written with type-
writer on one side only of the paper,
leaving on each sheet a left hand
margin of one-fourth the width of the
paper. Of course if they are not
sent in Spanish the local representa-
tive attends to all the details, which
is by far the better way. He should
be furnished with full names, profes-
sion, citizenship and residence' of
pplicant.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
r
Abram L Well &  Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
Bicycles in Germane.
Consul General Guenther elf Frank-
fort reports that, according to a corre-
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeltung,
only a very insignificant portion of the
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. During
the last five years 74,500 lecyclee were
Imported into Switzerland, of whk.h
49,500 Were German, 12,500 French, 6,-
000 Amreican and 1,700 English. Less
than ten years ago England controlled
the Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zeitung correspondent says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
Increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
cans, etc., coming almost exclusivele,
from Germany.
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WETURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
His Living Expenses
Mr. Jackson tsurprised)--So o' find
per living expenses are reduces] one-
half sines you got married?
Mr.' Johnson ( deseerately) --Ye is, de
ather half has to go. far bo#sehohl
Pqnseed—Life. ,
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3otte 1906,
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. to3 No. tat
Leave Cincinnati ..... -. 8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.  •••••
Leave Louisville  13:01 p.m. 9.40 P.m. 7:30 a.m.
Leave Owensboro  6:341 p.m. 9:oo a.m.
Leave Horse Branch . 2:28 p.m. 1208 am. i 1 :o5 a.m.
Leave Central City . 3:30 p.171. .7:03 a.m. 12:30 pin
Leave Norton vill e  4:08 P.m- 1:40 cm, i:28 p.m.
Leave livansville  ra:so p.m. 4:40 p.m. 8:30 aaa
Leave Nashville  7:00 p m. 8:05 a.m.
Leave Hopkiniville  9:45 p.m. 31 :30 am.
leave PrUceton  4:55 P.m 2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:ro p.m. 340 a-01- 4:15 P.ILLeave Paduzah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4:30 p.m.Arrive Fulton  7:30 p.m. 4.50 a.m. 6:oo p.m.Arrive G bbe Tenn.  8:o6 p in, 5.51 a.m.
Arrive Rives  8:t3 p.m. 6:os a.m.
Arrive Jackson  7:15 TL.M.
Arrive Memphis • r•to p.m 8:ao a.m.
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m. 813 p.m.
••
•
NORTH BOUND No. ioa No. icie No. ISM
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.  
Leave Memphis  6:45 a.m 8:50 p.m. 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. .  8.07 a.m to:ro p.m.  
Leave Rives  11 :58 p.m. 
Leave Fulton   10.15 a.m. 12:35 a.m.. 6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  I I :20 a.1TI. !:,J a.m. 7.40 a-m.Leave Paducah  tt 25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 am.
Arrive Princeton  ree.ye p.m. 3:03 a.m. p:sp a.m.
Aerive Hopkinsv lie  6:15 p.m 5:20 a.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m 8:to a.m.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 P.m 945 11.111-
Airrive Nortonville  1:28 p.m. 3 :51 am, 1535 a.m.
Arrive Central City  axis p.m. 4:30 a.m. '1 '30 arm
Aorive Horse Branch  3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. ii '55 p.m.
Aareve Owensboro  *4:55 P.m. 8:oo a.m. '4 -55 p.m.
Aasive Louisville  5:35 P.m. 7:50 a.m. 456 P.mArvive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m. 12:00 noon 
BT. LOOTS DIVISION
NORTH. BOUND No. 3o6
reave Paducah  12 40 P.m.
Arrive Carbondale   425 P.m,
Arrive Chicago  dieye a.m.






SOUTH SOUND No 305
Leave St. Louis   7:45 a.m.
Leave Chicago  eseo a.m.
Leave Ca bondal e  11:40 a.m.







NOR'!" BOUNiJ 1-51:Ibi 135435
Leave Nashville  8:ro a.m.  
Leave Hopkinsville  11 :20 a.m. 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 pen. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paieicah  6:15 p.m. 9.:30 a.m
Arrive Cairo   7:45 P.m. 1 I.: to a.m
Arr've St Louis .„ •  720 a.m. 4:30 p.m,
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 p.m,
•
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
Leave Chicago  6-20 p.m. 9:40 a.m
Leave St.Lenis   9:40 P.m. I:so p.m.
iLeave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 PAU
Arrive Paden*  7:45 a.m. 74O p.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:29 8.111 4:45 Pm.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:ro p.m.
Arrive Nashville ‘.1 .. 9:23 PAL • dr
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. Ali other trains rint
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through Ilsepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 10I ana 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sol and fba sleepers between
Padrseah and St. Louis. Train got convects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address, ,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, Ky,
TORN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. Memphis, fella.
S G TTATcH, G. P. A., aims% NIL 1,91 1g73-3N





11 Owirrs are her garden.'s eras
They watch for her slob*
Withta whose smile there Use
A beauty like her own;
Their fragrant lids they ope
In haste at morn to sort
Her who is all their hope•.
So fair is she:
Stars are her heaven's Wei—
They watch her whfl.s1s1Mfa
Lilies of paradise!
White pearls ki azure deeps!
For her their glow and gleam
Stiroughout the tranquil night.
Bringing the lovely dream
For her delight.
Nor flowers nor stars are eyes
For me. I follow one—
Her lover—shadow-wise,
Companion to the sun!
Her eyes, both flower and star.
In loveliness outshine:
Mirrors of Live they are.
Reflecting mine!




By CHARLES BATTELL LOOMLS
(Author of "Cheerful Americans," etc.)
(Copyright, spas, by Joseph B. Bowies.)
"Yes, sir, I'm going to Chicago tot
business," said Binkersley to a rubor-
banite who had stopped in to buy a pair
of gloves. "It's qulte an expense, but
my wife thinks I'll get it back in health.
Chicago is quite a bustling city, so I've
always heard, and I may get ideas for
my business. Castor gloved? Noe we're
all out or those just now. Bow Would
you go to Chicago? What train?"
"Why, there are • 11,1f doses ways,"
said the suburbanite, who was a trav-
eling man. "Why don't you get apses!"
"Me get a pass?" said the little store,
keeper "No, sir. I've always paid my
'Way."
"That's all right," said the traveling
opan; "but you know these railroad cor-
porations are soulless affairs, and if yoo
can get a pass, I'd do it."
"Weil, how do you do it? Don't you
have to be rich?"
The suburbanite was something of a
practical joker and he saw that Bickers-
ley was already Inoculated with "pass
fever." so be said:
"Rich? No. It all depends on the way
It's done. Let me concoct a letter for
you. The general passenger agent of
the elpht-track road is a jolly fellow
and if you bit him right he may pass
you all the way to Chicago, and then
you can do him a good turn by crying
up the mad whenever u1 sell a pair
oC socks. See?'
"Why, certainly," said the tradesman.
quite delighted with the proapect "I'll
advertise his road, and may be worth a
great deal to'him before I get through."
"That's the idea exactly. You let me
write the letter and then you copy it."
So the waggish r ,storaer sat down to
his desk and wrote as folio
Mr. J. C Gregory - Do.t.r r. I am near-
ly II and I have river le fa man pay my
fare even on a street e New I'm setoff
to Chicago. Do you think I will let you
send me a paint If you do, just try it
and me what I will do with it. You will
anI my address on tbe heeding, and way
Moe reu want Etats or gentleman's fur-
aishInge. drop in. Be quite sure that even
U you dlti mend me a pass I would never
say a thing about you road, as I think all
iroaCs are urizt.cputies, Tour.,
JosErit
"There!" said the customer when he
read what he had written, "Gregory will
either think you're a crank or a very
clever man. If it hits him :Al rightyou'll
get a pass, and lii h ive saved you $20."
"Say, this is &wittily nice of you." said
Illinkersley. "Have a dress shirt?"
"Thanks, but I only wanted to buy a
ow•nen•
• Man WHAT DID YOU CONE Foitr
Ave, . gear of gloves, a
nd you're Out of Chose
you say."
"Yon don't understand me. I want
1, , you to accept a shirt. I nevar would
i %aye thought of trying to get a pass.
I'llasave it least $20, and I like to feud
Independent. Take a shirt along."
"Oh, you went me to have a shirt on
you."
"No, on yourself," said Binkersley, to
whom humor is an unknown quantity.
The suburbanite allOWN1 himself to
be "blown off" to an open front dress
shirt and a pair of patent cuff clips, and
then he departed, smiling inwardly.
After the customer had gone Binkers-
ley copied the letter In his own hand
and mailed it.
Next morning in Binkersiers mall
was a letter from the general passenger
agent. It was abort but in the same
vein as that which Binkeraley had sent.
It ran:
1
If you don't want to break that record of ,
yours on passes, you'd better not come up I
to my office and have a talk with me or 1
slight fix yo*,,ctut so you'd remember it..
Whcn Binkersley read this be was
frightened at first. It looked a little like
al threat. Then he handed It to his clerk
 wilimullelliMesitteentesemsairamewilefieeseeee. 
lino ammo flint wnat Be thought of it.
Now the clerk was • wide-awake Ne*
Yorker and he said at once:
1 "He isn't going to do a thing but give
you a pass. You go up and see him."
So Binkersley went up to the offices
of the railroad company and asked to
see the passenger agent. The passenger
agent had gone out to lunch.
"Pshaw!" said Binkersley in &nettled
tone. - "resin here expressly to see him.
It is on business at is Lmportant to
, him. Something relating to the road."
i
Binkersley said this so sincerely and
looked so as if he had cor a thousand
miles, that the clerk, who was a new one,
asked him in to one of the inner offices
and settled him comfortably and offered
him a cigar from the agent's box, and
Binkersley the little "gent's goods" man
sat back in a swivel chair and smoked
a perfecto that tasted very strange to
him, and felt that he was practically one
of the high officials of the road.
He sat there until he was so hungry
he didn't know what to do and then he
-where-the---1,11 . -restaurant-
was, and he went down there meaning
to spend at least a quarter on his lunch,
but it looked Ito very swell that he felt
It would be small in him to spend less
than a dollar, and that is what the lunch
oost him, exclusive of the tip. He had
no change smaller than a half dollar, so
he asked the waiter to change the silver
for him, and that obliging fellow
brought back two quarters, which was ls
the nature of a hint. And Binkersley
took it--that is, he gave a quarter to
the waiter.
After lunch he "felt dna," and be went
up to the offices agetn.
"Very sorry, sir," said the clerk, "but
;we've just received a telephone from
Mr. Gregory and he won't be back until
to-morrow or next day. He's called
out of town."
Binkersley was disappointed, but he
was a philosophical sort of chap and
he had had a good time, and It was only
a prelude to big business.
That evening he took his wife to the
theater, a thing he had not dons Sindlt
he stopped getting bill-board Ucketa.
The theater cost a good two dollars, for
be got the very best seats in the second
balcony, and after the play nothing
would do for this man-about-to-get-e-
pos but a supper at one of Young's res-
taurants, and that made another dollar
look extremely ill.
Next morning Mr. Binkersley went
uptown, and he went in a cab. It was
expensive, as he well knew, but it could
be charged to expeassa eventually.
The passenger meat was in, but be
was busy.
"Tell him," said Mr. Binkersley with
an important. that he could not con-
ceal although he triad to, "tall hien that
my cab is waiting for me outside sad
that I'd like to see him at once. I have
been here twice betore!"
This had the desired effect That la
to say, the boy delivered the message,
and In a moment Mr. Binkersley beard
a roar of Laughter from the inner room
ane saki to himself: "He's in a good
humor'
A moment later the boy returned and
said with a deferteace that seemed the
teal thing to simple Mr Binkersley:
"Came this way, sir"
Mr. Binkersley went that way and
was ushered into the presence of a white-
haired, bristly-bearded man who looked
more like &genial fanner than the man-
ager of a great business.
"Is ttia Kr. Binkersley?" said Kr.
Gregory.
"Yes. sir." said Mr. Binkersley.
"So you don't want a pass., don't yens?"
said the prereoger agent, carrying out
the spirit of the letter which the sub-
urbanite had written for Mr. lithiltersear.
"No. sir." said Mr. Binkersley in a
puzzled tone
'"Then v. hat did you come for?" said
Gregory.
"Why, -er-why, I mean I want a pass
to Chicago and back, and In return I'll
tell people to take your road."
Mr. Gregory had pictured a different
sort of man from the one who s:ood be-
fore him and some of the humor of the
letter seemed to leave it. lie had eel--
64110y been put up to writing it. '
"Suppose," said he, "we gave every-
body in the country a pass to any place
he asked for on condition that he advised
his•friends to buy tickets. Hoer seen
would we go into bankruptcy"
"That would need some figuring,"
eald Mr. Bitikertley In such tr simple
manner that Mr. Gregory took pity on
him and determined to give him a pass.
"Well, look here. Mr. Binkeraley, I
hoer that your tett is at the door and
I don't want your coachman to catch
cold wafting for you. but I also want you
to understand that I am general passen-
ger agent of this road and if I want to
give passes that is my own affair. You
dared me to give you a pass and I am
getag-4e-teireo-yourodareo-TTETe Ts ati
order for a pass as far as Albany and
return. That will take at least mix dol-
lars off your espenses. I'm accustomed
to having nty own. way and I insist upon
your accepting the pass."
Mr. Binkersley was filled with mined
emotions. He was disappointed at the.
mileage of the pass, but he also wasted
to set himself right with this man and
he said:
"Well, thank you, sir, but you Inienni-
derstood the letter. I meant all that in
3 joke. The fact is a friend of mine
wrote it and I didn't quite see what he
ran driving at. I svath I'd written It
i•-:% s^`.* t ees- -e 7 e iv.: re ehe 7-aai all the




t!.e di ivo, I Olt we, .a.tviii
exchange this order for a ticket to Al-
bany end return. If you need any more
Wises write the letter yourself, as it will
be a safeguard. Good-day."
He beard a roar of laughter as he
passed from the room of the passenger.
agent.
"A very pleasant and jovial gentle-
nien;" thought Mr. Binkersley,
.e
BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS.
Palm Given to Maine Man's Trophy
-Many Own Very Hand-
some Sets.
Maine sportsmen and hunters are
aniused.by a statement made recently
to the effect that a Moose killed in
New Brunswick had antlers with a
epread of 48 inches, which, so far
as was known, was the record width.
Tbeee are rather small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
In the taxidermists' shops of Bangor,
Rays a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Poet.
It has long been a question which
Is the lareest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers :ruin Alaska, mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted great attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers_ tinirayee,__these_ _were_ 
.rerged.
and uneymmetrical. The handsomest
entlers are seldom of wide spread, and
toees of remarkable spread are seldom
handeome.
Some time ago the set owned by
..;orman Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
clared to be the second largest in the
world, spreading 62 inches. The as-
sertion was disputed by sportsmen In
Maine, who said that 62 inches was
not the second greatest spread of ant-
lers; neither, they said, was a record
established by the set owned by King
Edward VII., alleged to spread 71
Inches.
Within the past few years several
sets have been mounted in Bangor hav-
ing a spread of more than 74 inches,
but they were all from Alaska, and
not at all handsome. The record, so
far as known, for New Brunswick
moose antlers is 66 inches, and thif
pair was mounted here. They were
unsymmetrical, and not worth mudl
U an ornament.
The Maine record Is said to be 6:
Indies, a pair of this width havInt
been mounted here a few years ago by
the late Sumner L. Crosby.
By far the largest and handsomest
set of moose antlers of whirl] there i%
any definite knowledge is that owne3
by Charles B. Hazeltine, of Belfast
the official measurements of which
taken at the New York Sportsmen.%
exposition in 1895, are: Girth, 8%
inches; length, 41 inches; palmation
4154 by 21% inches; spread, 61 inches
But the spread of a set of antler,
does not neceseartly Indicate their size
or establish their worth, for measur
lug antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For Instance. the Hazeltine set, while
measuring °Ay 61 inches. spread, are
73 inches convex measurement, and
their beauty and value lie in theli
great width of blade and in their lb
points. The moose from which the,
were taken was killed at Chesuncook
Lake, Me., in 1887, by Jule Pease, wilt_
says the animal weighed about 1,60t
pounds, being nine feet long from nose
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into the
woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
vember, carries a gun. Partridges are
a certainty, deer and bear are alwaya
possible, and rumors of wildcats, loup
cerviers and Canada lynxes are suf
Adeptly rife to thrill the blood of chil-
dren and timid persons when they
pass through a patch of woods after
dark. A foreigner might imagine that
the county was in a state of tneurree
tion, for in almost every wagon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap-
parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
back more partridges than letters; the
lawyer, on his way home from court,
stands up in his buggy and shoots
plump bird without disconcerting hi,t
well trained steed; two or three shot,
guns may often be seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse. rest,
ing against the wall, while their youth
ful owners are inside, undergoing in
struction in more peaceful arts. What
would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
sohool!-H. C. Merwln, in Atlantic.
Earth Breathes.
That the earth breathes is a well
known scientific
be
Poet with the Dough.
WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS. Illeciety Dame-Who is that Young .PURYEAR
terrifying Advepture with Six of 
Man who is so attentive to you now?
the Big Brutes. East 
Great Belle-He is a poet.
Society Dame-Morcy on us! And do
!dm*. you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw your-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of a poet?
Great Belle-Oh, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
Meats in verse.
Society Dame-My own. own &toga,
ter, after all; as him to dinner.-Tit
Sits.
Mrs. L Hinde, whose husband Is sub-
oommthaioner of the tiritash but Africa
protactoraW has had the renaarkoole
experleoas of being stalked by lions,
and the still more remarkaele fortune
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
Uganda railway, in a spot historic for the
ravages of man-eating lions, that Mrs.
Hinds met with the thrilling adventure
which elle relates, says kilac.kwood
Magazine.
Campiag out, the party In which Mrs.
Hinde was could hear with horrid regu-
larity the screams of the wretched vic-
tims as they were carried off for trid
maneaterie nightly repute.
The camp was 70 miles from the near-
est conuecting link, with the outside
world, and communication had to be
oo nit daily uy rtattve ZiErfunnera it
was tee habit of the lions to keep pace
tn the long grass with the runners on
the tracli, and, having selected the most
appetizing member of the party. to
pounce upon hira and carry trim off into
the bush.
On one occasion, when out mapmae-
lug, Mr. and Mrs. HInde came upOn
party of a dozen lions, possibly the man-
eating troop. Mr. Hinds tired twice,
dropping two of the beasts. He then
suggested that Mrs. 'Mete should rids
back to camp, while he approached the
two lions, who might be dangerous, even
though mortally hit.
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Hinds looked back and saw Ms of the
lions following her. The two native gua
bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed,
alone with her gala, an hour from camp.
She set off at a last gallop, the eats
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rh:noceros, which fled from
them on to the lions.
Mrs Hinde reached camp in gaiety,
while Mr. Wilde was held up by the
rhince-etos. on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs,
Made.
TE: ELEVATOR BATTERY.
dad the £teirter Who Shoots the Big
lhojectiles Up in the
Skyscraper.
"Na." said the elevator etarter in the
tail new downtown office building. "we-
Ten!-don't keep the cars waiting-
Duel-any more till they fill up--Seveni
-we keep them going-Food-ail the
time. There's ceter a minute here.-
Eight -when you can't get a car-
Three-whichever way you want to go
-Fivel-up or down. You see-
R. was a trim young man, sari the
Nsw lork Sun, in a trim uniform, and
he stood on the opposite side of the oven
space in front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of the people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing here all the
time; but still in the midst of it all the
starter found Cute to say a word or two
to Coverer to an interested visitor.
You see." he said-"Six!-we have •
good many brokers in the-Tenl -
building, and naturally they don't--
Gael-want to lose any time getting -
Seven i-to and from the street. and it's
jest the s4Lta P practically-Nine-with
everybody, nobody likes to wait, and so
we try to accomo-Sixi---date them. it
takes a little more power, but not--
Three-much and it is convenient for
the people. There is never a minute
here when you can't-Five!---get a cur
coming or going on any floor-Six!-We
keep the cars moving."
And so be certainly did. What Grid-
ley and Bragg did in the way of firing,
in response to those historic orders- -
"Yoe trey tire when you are ready.
Gridley." and "A little more grape. Capt.
Bragg"-was nothing to what the start-
er was doing here. standing back of his
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate Of three shots a minute. enormous
iircelecilloa through guns of a caliber
never Fitted of on land or sea, and keep-
leg this tiring ne. not through a single
action but day aiter day and week in and
week out.
Low Finance,
George Ade was listening gravely
a compliment. At the end he said
"Thank you. You remind At
Something. A little while after the
appearance of my first bpok I went
spend a week in a summer resort out
side of Chicago. The landlord of the
modest hotel said to lae:
" 'Mr. Ad., you are literary toga
believer
fact. It is often to "I blushed and smiled, and answered




a thunderstorm, the lowering of the 
" have several literary men stop
plas here, the landlord went on.
barometric pressure causing the -°‘ "'Well, rat rather glad of that,
upward of air. just as it Is once more pm L
squeezed downward when the barom said the landlord Ilk.
eter rises. A resident of Geneva has literary men. They never o/Oect
discovered a natural barometer at Piling in advance. They are used
Ferney-VolUelre. It is a deep natural IV "-Wallah:40" 
Post. 
wellor cave, with a very small open
lug. When this opening is made small
enough just to fit a whistle the differ
ant sounds as the earth inhales or ex-
hales the air warn the neighbors of
the coming weather. A lighted match
or a feather shows the direction of the




' Excited Fisherman (to country hotel
Iceeper)-There isn't a bit Of fishinn
about here! Every brook has a eiall'
warnitig people off. What do yoe
mean by luring anglers here with Ito
promise of fine fishing?
notelkeeper-I didn't say anythini
about line fishing. If you read My ad
vertisement carefully you will see that





Sop to Cerber us.
Ottimsa--What have you on that tea-
med?
Subbubs--It's a motto. -Down
Norway."
"What do you care about Norway?"
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede cook."-
Pittsburg Post
Discovered.
Patron-Why do they call this place
a chop house?
Walter-Why, sir, I suppose-
"Oh, don't trouble about it-I've
found out. Bring me a hatchet for
this steak, will you?"-Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Disconsolate.
',Nett the most disconsolate looking
woman we know anything about is the
women who holds the team while her
„ t does the "trading" in • sa-
o. AtC-.1+05
OUT 02 TB:11 QUESTION.
Anxious Person-Wotild you run on
an errand for me, little boy?
James-Sorry. mum, but I'm a bit un-
der weight an' me football trainer has
recommended mein' off fer a few days.
-Chicago News.
Tart oral.
The farmer sows his crop
And the good wire sews his clothes;
The farmer darns the weather
And his good, wife darns his hose.
The farmer pitches In the hay;
But should he cress her whim,
His good wife lays soide her work
And pitrhes Lcts•
-Judge.
•••••••• • 4.••••=•••••• 
• A Suitable Snit.
Sharpe-Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins-Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe-Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins-Why?
Sharpe-Because you'd need no head
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have charged," said the mel-
ancholy citizen. "Things are not what
they used to be."
"fliVell," answered the man who takes
the world as he finds it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and shov-
el snow ?"-Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tess-Hasn't she finished that love
story yet?
Jess-No; she reads very carefully,
and le2rio,ulously, you know.
Tes3-Does she?
Jess-Oh! awfully; why, she eves
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that.-Philadelphla Press.
Worse and Mere of It
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the holm
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And tow she's suing me for des's-
tion."-Cleveland Leader.
Correet.
Teacher-What 111 a synonym?
Pupil-A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher-And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil-So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
one.--Cleveland Leader.
What They Miss.
Flats-It is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism
Sharps-Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats--What is that.
Sharps-They don't have to listen tc
people who have a sure cure for It.--
Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so senittee
with her
"Why, hecause she's so deuce I' s
pretty."
0e-oat
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal
That's deep enough for me!"--Clevr,
land Leader.
Cut P.ntee.
Dr. Qiiackerly-You don't mean h.
say that old Sawbones charred yo
$15 for amputating your arte9
The Victim-There what he
Dr. Quackerly- Why in the moot
didn't you send for me. I'd have cei
both your arms off for $10.-Chicahe
Newt
Solved.
"Why did Mahammeil go to tilt
monntaln ?"
"Ile thought he could get be'tet
rates there than at tbe seashore."--
Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got a good, honest, in-
correptible than in your city who
would be an ornamgrt to this office?"
"Sore, but I don't want the office."
-Houston Post.
Saved Him Trouble.
"has Dubbs made up his mind to
marry that widow?"
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Will practice in all courts of Ken.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
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LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentuchx.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GP.EG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484





Practice in all the courts of that
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build..
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
—a
11.1. Rivers, NI. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office an




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
12o NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 3$5
Office hours 8to to a. no, I to & -
p no and 7 to 9 p. rn.
 •
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOL1E ,1;JD
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank al:LI Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
-C. MANNING SEARS, M. B. "
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. =FRANKS.
Office 3o6 Broadway'—Phon, too ,
Residence, 1119 Broadway.' Oil
Phone is,.
0. D. Sam.%
Architect and Superintend nt.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PAI:11./CAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Centlicatak
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Cala.) s
Framed right up to dc's





Pressing ard Cie7, ring
Old Teiepbono
r.
Miss Rosa ,of Birmingham,
Ala., left yeeterday for her home af•
ter visiting her cousin, Miss Ella B.
Wilhelm, of North Fifth.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton has returned
from holding a meeting
Kentucky ,and goes to
Trigg county, today, to
Vlval there.
Alderman W. T. Miller
ton, Tenn., on business.
Mr. Oce Alexander has returned
from a drumming trip through IIli-Bring your preecriptions here. nois for the furnisore factoy. He is
quite sick.
Judge W. D. Greer and daughter,
Miss Myrtle, left yesterday for Wau-
kesha, Wis., for the former's health.
Judge E. W. Whittemore, the real
estate dealer ,has gone to visit h's
father near Boston.illOuRtrir AND BROADWAY.
Manager J. F. Lagerwall, of the  American Express office, returned




AN GSTAFF-Jk M VIANUFACTURINGriz-;.... I" amilliftrommilic
ØNLY Sash and EVIANT their own andDoor House in FIADUCAlt KY. 
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Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 3oc gallon. Will gladly order







yesterday from Wisconsin where he
was called by the illness of his moth.
City Physician Bass returned last
evening from Paris, Tenn., where heFOR RENT-A desirable resi- went in the morning on professional'deuce corner Ninth and Monroe Sts. business.
All modern conveniences, good Mr. Gus Smith has gone to Crealstables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan. Springs .111., for a sojourn
count of his health.
Mr. Ben Evans is
ton visiting.
Misses Bertha Burge and Noa
Weaver of Mayfield are visiting Miss
Jettie Harper of South Eleventh.
Mrs. J. W. Bilackard went to so-
journ at .Dawson yesterday.
M. W. J. Asaslan and wife, of Jack-
sson, Tenn., went to St. Louis yester-
day aftes- mierwSng a day here with
Mks. August Kerth, wife of the well-
known newspepalb man.
• Clem J. Whittemore is here
from Frankfort v.-here'he is connected
with the state auditor's office.
M. James Foster and daughter.
Miss Arne, have returned from ris-
ing in Martin, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Ml Stonebreaker
go to St. Louis today to visit.
Mr W. S. Bryant and wife. of
South Ninth, go to Bardevell. Ky.,
ton-If/crow to visit.
Mess Myrtle Gough. of West Plains.
Ky., is Vinting 'Mist; Best* Brown, of
South Eleventh.
Miss 'Murrell Karr, of Murray. has
returned home after visiting Miss
Gertrude Hovenden,
• James McMahen), and family go
to Waterloo, Ma., tomorrow.
Mt. William Clark. hue gone for a
sojourn at Cerulean Springs.
hire. Tins Austin, of Jackson street,
goes to Louisville Monday.
'Miss Nell Straw, of Benton, is Vs-
itis Miss Reed of Broadway
Mrs .Salem Cope ,of Springfield,
• Mo. ,is visiting her son, Mr. Mitt
Cope.
Mrs. John H. Wood. of Baton
Rouge ,La., arrived yesterday to vis-
it Mrs. Birdie Campbell.
Miss Illa Hart yesterday went to
Dawson.
Mr. J. K. Greer left yesterday for
a business trip to Henderson.
Dr. H. L Threlkeld, of Salem,
Ky., is visiting his brother, Attorney
Lai D. Threlkeld.
Dr. J. S. Troutman has gone to
Pope county, Ill., to attend the bed-
s'de of his sick father.
Mrs. F. S. Johnson, of South Elev-
c.ith street, went to Greenway, Ark.,
yesterday to visit.
Mr. Will E. Covington and wife
a:e sojourning at Waukesha, Wis.
"T'". U. B. WW1 er St. Louis, is
ve•iting Mrs. Kolb, of Broad street
Misses Hattie Miller and Mary
Newton, of Circleville, 0., arrived
yesterday to visit Mrs. C. L. Me-
ter of Kentucky avenue.
Mr. Vaughan Scott left yesterday
for Pittsburg ,after visiting his par-
ents, Mr. and Mts. Frank L. Stott.
Mrs. E. B. Harbour and son Lish
have returned from Mammoth Cave
and other points.
Misses Lucille ;Blackard and Pearl
Larry went to Dawson yesterday.
Ws. F. C. Felts and daughter of
Nashville, Tenn., returned home yer-
terday after visiting Mrs. Robert
Smiley of Harrison street.
WANTS
WANTED-Bilious people to take
'miles' Liver Capsules 25C. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
FOR RENT-Eight-room resi-
dence in West Egad. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
s.
•FOR RENT-Ninth and Jefferson;
7 rooms; $27.50. Apply 613 Broad-
way.
FOR RENT-Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
'Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
•§tates, of good character an tempe-
trate habits, who can speak, read and
• write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
-mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR RENT--1Building 16x3o, on
'Fourth near Kentucky ave. Fine
location for a carpenter shop, plumb-
ing shop or any kind of a shop. Price
S12.5o per month. 0. P. Leigh,
Phone 1766a.
••••• WANTED - Seoondrhand iron
safe. State price and size in letter.
Address ao5 Fourth street.
'A-VA NY'r. Ell-A iipqd washerrrontan.
good pay.- lipi* eon :North Fifth
street.
FOR SALE-A first cliss, almost
view Remington Typewriter and desk.




memoir and shafting. Paducah Ptg. &
IFloolobin g Co.
FOR SNLJE-Cerro with young, calf.
Phone 400.
Excursion Rates
-are now on at Cochran Shoe Co. for
Men's. Women's and Children's
bohee.
175 -PHONE -175
and do your drug shopping
Our delivery service yours for
tht! asking-absolutelv free. Use it
early and often, or late if you wish
"-as late as to o'clock at night.
'Don't hesitate 'to use it. We guar-
lantee satisfaction. If the goods we
send out don't suit you return them
immediately. Our goods are alwsys
worth the money to us.
'We make haste.
W ILKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists • Fifth and Irway.






EX-GOV. BOB TAYLOR IS TO
SPEAK THERE TODAY.
Barbecue and Speaking by Woodmen
of the World Today at Keril
Jno. Porteous Wins Prize.
This morning the Paducah Military
band will go to Eddyville to furnish
the music for the big gathering
there, at which time Ex-Gov. Bob
Taylor of Tennessee, delivers one of
his famous lectures. The band will
not give its weekly concert in the
bosiness portion of the city topight.
The musicians return tomorrow..
Woodmen Gathering.
Today the Woodmen of the World
give a big barbecue and speaking at
Kevil. ,twenty miles from this city
on the Cairo division in Ballard
county. It will be a mammoth affair,
and Laweyrs Alben Barkley and Dav-
id A. Cross go down from here ,hav-
ing accepted invitations to speak.
Captured Prizes.
Word from the national conven-
tion of Elks at Denver that is just
over, announces that Mt-. John Por-
teous, of thil city, captured the
prize for being the tallest man in
the mammoth parade, and also for
being the thinnest man. He is over
seven feet tall and several weeks ago
went West for his health. He is
member of the Paducah lodge .and
ertered the procession at Denver,




I have a nice pony for saie cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
Excursion Rates
at Cochran Shoe Co. on Foster's low
Shoe* for Ladies.
+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
•
.1#
i I I *1 1 ;-1-4-H-4-1-1-4-i-e-e
There has arrived the t.goo feet
of new fire hose bought of the Ku-
reka company by the city officials
for the fire department, while the
e5oo feet purchased from the Man-
hattan people is daily expected. The
Eureka hose will be tested imme-
diately by Chief Woods to see that
it is all right.
-The remains of the infant of Mr.
Clarence Ross arrived here yesterday
morning from Little Rock, Ark., and
were buried at Oak Grove cemetery
The child was Prof. J. T. Ross'
grandson.
-Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Meek, of
4314 North Fourth street, hase a
new boy baby.
--Thursday morning the month-old
child of Mr. J. Wes Reed died atthe home on North Tenth street of
consumption ,and was buried last af-
ternoon at Oak Grove cemetery.
The child's mother died only oneweek since at Dyersburg, Tenn., ofthe same complaint, and was brought
here for burial. The babe is now
laid to rest by her side.
TERRIBLE DEATH
Kenton, 0., /tally 20.-Nicotine poi/t-
oning has caused the death here of
Edwin Squire, aged eighteen. The
boy became addicted to chewing t o-
tracco, which caused paralysis of the
nerves of the mouth and other parts
of the body, finally the paralysis
spread to the limbs. It is said that
decomposition set iO fifteen hours be-
foie dealt came to relive him, of his
sufferings.




Special Ten Day's Sale
--'EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,liteetH-14++++++41-Ht++++Ht+++ 
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Cairo, 18.6, 0.5 rise.
  -73
Chattanooga, 15.0, o.8 fall. 
 $1.50
Cincinnati, 9.1, 1.0 rise.
Evansville, 6.2, 0.5 rise.
Florence, 9.0, 0.5 rise.
Johnsonville, 13.3, 1.3 rise.
Louisville, 3.6, stand.
Mt. Carmel, 1.1, 0.1 fall.
Nashville, t 1.6, 1.3 rise.
Pittsburg, 5.3, stand.
Davis Island Dam, 3.7, 0.9 fall.
St. Louis, 13.4, 0.5 fall.
Mt. Vernon, 4.7, 0.1 fall.
Paducah, 9.5 1.5 rise.
River Stages.




The Joe Fowler went
yesterday and coming back tomor-






morning before departing again
that city.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about to
The John S. Hopkins. comes in to-
day from Evansville and departs im-
med'ately on her return.
The Georgia Lee goes down today
tound for Memphis from Cincinnati.
The City of Savannah is due out of
the Tennessee river tomorrow night
bound to St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
morning en route to the Tennessee
riven
The Reuben Dunbar gets to Nash-
ville tomorrow and starts immediate-
ly on her return to this city.
The steamboat owners report theyare having trouble in getting crewsof roustabouts since Mayor Yeiser or
dered that all loafers must eithergc to work or go to jail. The boats
for months have experienced greettrouble in getting help, but the may-or's ultimatium has now relieved thesituation.
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF FADV-
CAE, KENTUCKY:
We hove completed arrangements
whereby 5. E. Williamson & Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become the agentsof your city for our celebrated Green
River Mite, Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring anything in Cem-
etery work, would do well to pee 5.E. Williamson & Co., and give thismaterial their consideration before
placing their ceder.
Vary reepectfully,
F. J. SCHOLTZ dc SON.
WILL TRY TOE/IOW MISSOURI
Republicans and Democrats Prepare.
to Open Campaign in 'That State.
Kansas City, July 20.-Vice Presi-
dent Obarles W. Fairbanks, Speaker
Joseph C. Cannon and United States
Senator William VVIarner will, it is
stated, take part in opening the Re-
publican campaign in this state next
fall. William Jennings Bryan, United
States Senator William Stone and
Govenror Joseph W. Folk, it has
previously been announced', are to
open the Democratic campaign in
Missouri.
-See Cochran Shn•
for Excursion Rates on high grade
Shoes. Both
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case,A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for  Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
Our entie line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.Our Hand Painted China, fine a s and line in the city, at 50 per cent.off regular price-you must see this line to estimate fuilly the bargians weare offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for to days only-strictly for cash--
Our repais meat give you satis faction.
Eyes tested free. , - •
Eye-See Jewelry Cc.
315 BROADWAY, GUT HRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEWELER AND OUTICIAN
21 Years Experience.
.minromonmilMEMM
Subscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




J. W. HUGHES I,
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFTICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE 3ss,
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horan Power Motor.
a 5 Hem Power Motor.
szA Horse Power Motor.
a II Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Phones No. 110. 203, 2058. Tnird
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coalfor wagons:at-Elevator .13:ot;.) Telephones254.
Vot of
Mt- West Kentucky Coal Co.
lacionporated.
•
tOi i rai
•
